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ABSTRACT

Call Admission Control (CAC) for Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) netlvorks under

various traffic types is studied in this thesis. In order to evaluate the performance of

different CAC schemes, a generalized traditional traffic generator and a self-simila¡

traffic generator are implemented as process models in OPtimized Network Engineering

Tool (OPNET). The generalized traditional traffic generator includes the deterministic

ON/OFF, the two-state Markov Modulated Fluid Process (MMFP), the Intemrpted

Poisson Process (PP), and the two-state Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP)

traffic models as special cases. The self-similar traffic generator is based on multiplexing

a number of ON/OFF sources with heavy-tailed ON/OFF periods. Both traffic generators

are capable of producing realistic ATM traffic at a very high speed of 25 millions cells

per hour. Calls can be setup and released dynamically by those traff,rc generators.

A comprehensive literature review on existing CAC schemes has been carried out. The

advantages and disadvantages of each of these schemes are discussed. A new CAC

scheme based on estimating the available bandwidth of an output link is developed. It has

no restrictions on the type of traffic sources and is able to operate in real-time. The effect

of statistical multiplexing is fully exploited by the new CAC scheme. A mandatory traffic

parameter, Peak Cell Rate (PCR) and an optional traffic parameter, Sustained Cell Rate

(SCR), are required for each call. The new CAC scheme and two other CAC schemes,

peak bandwidth reservation and effective bandwidth reservation, are also implemented as

process models in OPNET.

Simulations are performed in OPNET to evaluate the performance of the new CAC

scheme. Comparisons are also conducted on the above three CAC schemes, under various

traffic arrival processes. Simulation results indicate that the new CAC scheme

outperforms the other two CAC schemes under all studied scenarios, with no cell loss and

significant improvements of the output link utilization by 100-200 percent in most cases.
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CHAPÎER ONE

I¡{TRODUCTION

1..1. BACKGROUND

In the information age, telecommunications are playing a more important role than ever

before. The demand for new telecommunication services is growing and becoming

increasingly diverse. The traditional response to such a demand has been to offer a new

dedicated network to each new service. This, however, requires a large initial investment,

even when the long-term demand for each new service cannot be predicted accurately. In

addition, the increasing number of specialized networks results in increased maintenance

costs along with ineff,rcient use of resources. The need for deployment of a broadband

integrated services digital network (B-ISDI'Ð is therefore widely recognized [MILL96].

The underlying technology that makes B-ISDN possible is called Asynchronous Transfer

Mode (ATM). ATM is a high-speed, cell switching, and connection-oriented technology
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designed to support a wide variety of telecommunication services such as voice, data and

video, each with different traffic characteristics and Quality of Service (QoS)

requirements. Information is sent in short fixed-length blocks called cells. The flexibility

needed to support variable transmission rates is provided by transmitting the necessary

number of cells per unit of time [SAIT94].

ATM utilizes the bursry nature of the offered traffic to effectively allocate

bandwidths to all accepted calls via statistical multiplexing. The number of cells sent by

all users to an output link may exceed the link's capacity temporarily. An output buffer is

used to store cells which cannot be transmitted immediately in such a situation. However,

if this excess continues, the cell waiting times (cell transfer delay) at the output buffer

will increase, and some cells may even be discarded (cell loss) when the buffer is full.

Such cell transfer delay and cell loss may seriously interfere with users' communication

services tHIRAgsl. ATM traffic control is therefore needed to achieve the required QoS

of each accepted call in tenns of cell loss ratio (CLR), maximum cell transfer delay

(maximum CTD), and peak-to-peak cell delay va¡iation (peak-to-peak CDV).

Traffic control methods are often divided into two categories: preventive control and

reactive control. In low-speed networks, it is usually adequate to wait for congestion to

occur and then react to it by telling the traffic source to slow down. In high-speed

networks, this approach often works poorly, because during the interval between sending

a congestion notification and the notification's arriving at the source, thousands of

additional packets may arrive. Furthermore, ATM networks have real-time traffic soruces

that produce traffic at an intrinsic rate. Telling such a source to slow down may not work.
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Consequently, ATM networks emphasize preventing congestion from occurring in the

first place [TANE96].

Call Admission Control (CAC) is a very important component of the preventive

traffic control method. CAC represents the set of actions taken by the network at the call

setup stage in order to accept or reject a new call based on the availability of network

resources, the new call's anticipated traff,ic characteristics, and the QoS requirements of

both already accepted calls and the new call. A new call is accepted only when sufficient

resources are available to carry it through the whole network at its required QoS while

maintaining the agreed QoS of already accepted calls in the net'work. Otherwise, the new

call is rejected [PRYC95].

Realistic ATM traffic traces from various types of services and scenarios is needed in

order to evaluate the performance of different traffic control schemes. Traff,rc traces can

be collected using traffic capture cards or network analyzers from existing ATM

networks. However, large scale ATM networks are still being deployed and new services

are being introduced. It can be anticipated that traffic traces collected from today's ATM

networks will look different from that collected from future ATM networks. Furthermore,

collecting traffic traces from existing ATM networks requires a large amount of time,

effort, and expensive equipment. Therefore, ATM traffic generators based on advanced

traffic models are needed to produce synthetic traffic traces which can resemble the traffic

from existing and foreseeable ATM services.

OPtimized Nefwork Engineering Tool (OPNET) provides a convenient environment

for modeling and simulating ATM networks. Both the behavior and the performance of

modeled ATM networks can be analyzed by performing discrete event simulations.
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OPNET consists of a number of tools, each one focusing on a particular stage of a

modeling task: specification, simulation, data collection and analysis. OPNET supports

model specification with four tools, called Network Editor, Node Editor, Process Editor,

Parameter Editor. OPNET models developed with those editors are structured

hierarchically, in a manner that parallels real networks IOPNETI]. ATM traffic

generators with arbitrary traffic characteristics and call setup/release capabilities can be

created by user-defined OPNET process models. CAC schemes for ATM networks can

also be implemented as user-defined OPNET process models.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

This thesis focuses on implementing ATM traffic generators in OPNET and developing a

new CAC scheme. Specifically, the objectives of this thesis are:

1. Implement ATM traffic generators in OPNET that can produce realistic traffic of

various fypes of services and that have call setup and release capabilities.

2. Develop a new, real-time CAC scheme which can provide the required QoS and

improve the output link utilization significantly over existing CAC schemes.

Conduct simulations in OPNET to evaluate the performance of the new CAC scheme.

Compare the new CAC scheme to other CAC schemes under various traffic arrival

processes to show its improvement on output link utilization.

1..3 OUTLIi\¡-E OF TIIE REST OF TIM TIIESIS

This rest of the thesis is structured as follows.

J.

4.
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Chapter 2 gives an introduction to ATM traff,rc control, OPNET process models, and

the Pareto distribution.

Chapter 3 addresses the issue of generating ATM traff,rc. TrafFrc models from the

literature a¡e reviewed. The implementations of a generalized traditional traffic generator

and a self-similar traffic generator as process models in OPNET are described.

Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive literature review of existing CAC schemes. The

advantages and disadvantages ofeach ofthem are discussed.

Chapter 5 describes a new CAC scheme based on estimating the available bandwidth

of an output link. The new CAC scheme and two other CAC schemes are also

implemented as process models in OPNET.

Chapter 6 provides the simulation results of the performance evaluations of the new

CAC scheme. Simulation results of the comparisons between the new CAC schemes and

two other CAC schemes under various types of traffic arrival processes are also

presented.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and provides recommendations for future work.



CIÍAPÎER TWO

ATM TRAFFIC CONTROLANID OPNET
PROCESS MODELS

This chapter provides the necessary background for the rest of the thesis. Section 2.1

reviews several basic ATM concepts such as the ATM cell and the ATM protocol

reference model. Section 2.2 descnbes the phenomenon of statistical multiplexing.

Traffic and QoS parameters, service categories, and traffic control functions in an ATM

network are covered in section 2.3. Section 2.4 sewes as an introduction to OPNET

process modeis. Section 2.5 gives the definition and properties of the Pa¡eto distribution.

A definition of heavy-tailed distributions is also provided in section 2.5.
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2.I ASYNCTIRONOUS TRANSFBR MODE

The basic idea behind ATM is to transmit all information in short, fixlength blocks

called cells [TANE96]. Each cell consists of a 5-byte header and a 48-byte payload. The

fixed size of cells allows for fast switching. Transport functions and capabilities in an

ATM network are structured hierarchically [SAIT94]. The basic transport element

between two end points of an ATM network is the virtual channel. Virtual channels with

same end points and same route are often grouped together to form a virtual path. Virrual

paths are multiplexed along a transmission path from a given source to a given

destination. This makes it easier for network management. There are two fields in the

header of a cell, called Virtual Channel Identif,rer (VCÐ and Virtual Path Identifier (VPf.

They are used to route cells from one switch to another. ATM networks are connection-

oriented [TANE96]. For switched virtual channels, making a call requires first sending a

message to set up the connection. After that, subsequent cells of the connection all follow

the same path to the destination. Cells sent along a virtual cha¡nel never arrive out of

order. This allows high-speed communication after a call setup since no additional

routing decision need to be made for each cell of the same connection. ATM is mainly

designed for use on highly reliable fiberoptic networks. Flow control and elror recovery

are performed on an end-to-end basis. An ATM protocol reference model consists of a

user plane, a control plane, and a management plane [SA]T94]. The user plane provides

data transport, flow control, enor conection, and other user functions. The control plane

performs signaling functions such as call setup and release. The management plane's

activities include resource management, interlayer coordination, and Operation,

Administration, and Maintenance (OAM) functions. There a¡e three layers in the user and
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control planes. The lowest layer, the physical layer defines the electrical characteristics

and network interfaces. The ATM layer deals with cell header generation and extraction.

It also deals with establishment and release of virn-ral channels. Congestion control is also

located here. The highest layer, the ATM adaptation layer (AAL) provides service-

independent functions (such as cell segmentation and re-assembly) as well as service-

dependent functions (such as message framing and error-detection) to the layers above it.

2.2 STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXING

The cell generation rate of an ATM traffic source usually changes from time to time

according to the variation of the arnount of information it is asked to transfer per unit of

time. As a result, the bandwidth needed to support such a traffic source also varies from

time to time. When a number of traffic sources are multiplexed, they do not generate cells

at their peak cell rates simultaneously most of the time. Therefore, the total amount of

bandwidth needed to support those traffic sources is typically much less than the sum of

the peak cell rate of each individual traffic source. This phenomenon, called statistical

multiplexing, is one of the most important featues of ATM networks.

2.3 TRAFFIC CONTROL IN ATM NETWORKS

The primary role of traffic control in ATM networks is to protect the network from

congestion in order to achieve predefined QoS objectives. Congestion can be caused by

the cell arrival rate of the aggregate traffic exceeding the network capacity temporarily or
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by fault conditions within the ATM network. An additional role of traffic control is to use

network resources such as output links eff,rciently.

2.3.1 Traffic Parameters and QoS Parameters

Before a call is established, both the user and the ATM carrier must agree on a contract

which defines the service [TANE96]. The contract between the user and the carrier

contains three parts:

1. A traffic descriptor specifying the traffic characteristics of the call.

2.TheQuality of Service of the call which both the user and carrier agree upon.

3. A definition of how strictly the f,rst two parts of the traffic contract will be enforced.

Traffic Parameters: A traffic descriptor is the set of traffic parameters specifying the

intrinsic traffic characteristics of a call at the time a call is set up. Peak Cell Rate (PCR)

is one mandatory traffic parameter in a traffic descriptor. It is the maximum number of

cells a traffic source can send per second. Sustained Cell Rate (SCR) is another important

traffic parameter which is the expected number of cells a traffic source would send per

second averaged over a long time interval. Minimum Cell Rate (MCR) is the minimum

number of cells a traffic source would send per second. ATM layer functions (e.g., cell

multiplexing) may alter the traffic characteristics of connections by introducing Cell

Delay Variation. 'When cells from t'üo or more connections are multiplexed, cells of a

given connection may be delayed while cells of another connection are being inserted at

the output of the multiplexer. Consequently with reference to the peak emission interval T

(i.e., the inverse of the contracted PCR), some randomness may affect the inter-arival
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time between consecutive ceils of a connection (i.e., the inverse of the contracted PCR).

The upper bound on the "clumping" measure with reference to the peak emission interval

T is the Cell Delay Variation Tolerance (CDVT) associated with the PCR

[ATMFoTmTM]. Similarly, with reference to the sustained emission interval Zs (i.e., the

inverse of the contracted SCR), some randomness may affect the inter-a:rival time

between consecutive cells of a connection (i.e., the inverse of the contracted SCR). The

upper bound on the "clumping" measure with reference to the sustained emission interval

75 is the CDVT associated with the SCR IATMFoTmTM].

QoS Parameters: Cell Loss Ratio (CLR) measures the fraction of the transmitted cells

that are not delivered at all or are delivered too late to be useful (e.g. for real-time traffic).

Cell Transfer Delay (CTD) is defined as the elapsed time between a cell exit event at the

source and the corresponding cell entry event at the destination for a particular

connection. The CTD between a source and a destination for a particular connection

includes transmission delay, queuing delay, propagation delay, packetization delay,

reassembly delay, switching delay, coding delay, and other delays. Maximum Cell

Transfer Delay (maximum CTD) is defined as the (I- a)quantile of the CTD for a

particular connection. The requested CLR is used to place an upper bound oî a, . Peak-to-

peak cell delay variation (Peak-to-peak CDV) is def,ined as the maximum CTD minus the

fixed CTD that could be experienced by any delivered cell on a connection during the

entire connection holding time. Figure 2-l below illustrates the probability density

function of the CTD in CBR and real-time VBR services, and relates it to the mærimum

CTD and peak+o-peak CDV paraÍieters [ATIMFoTmTM].
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Figure 2-1. CTD probability density function, maximum CTD, and peak-to-peak CDV

2.3.2 Service Categories

The ATM service architecture specifies five different service categories: Constant Bit

Rate (CBR), Real-Time Variable Bit Rate (RT-\IBR), Non-Real-Time Va¡iable Bit Rate

(NRT-\rBR), Avaiiable Bit Rate (ABR), Unspecified Bit Rate ([IBR)

[TANE96][MILL96]. Each of these five categories has its own traffic parameters and

QoS parameters as shown in Table 2-1U\/ú-L961.

CBR I RT-VBR NRT-VBR TIBR ABR

frafïïc Parameters: s.ì$s.Rå 
jíí,#1iÍÏ*iir

PCR and CDVT Specified

SCR and CDVT N/A I Specified N/A
MCR N/A Specified

QoS Parameters:
Peak to peak CDV Specified Unspecified

Maximum CTD Specified Unspecified

CLR Specified Unspecified Low

Rate Feedback Unspecified Specified

ll

Table 2-1: ATM service categories
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CBR: Connections of this service category are provided a fixed bandwidth for the

duration of a connection. In addition, a timing relationship is maintained between the

source and destination. This service category is intended to be used by real-time

applications that require tight constraints on the maximum CTD and peak-to-peak CDV

such as voice, television, or circuit emulation service.

VBR: The VBR service category is divided into two subclasses, real time and non-real

time, respectively. RT-VBR is intended for services that have variable bit rates combined

with stringent real-time requirements, such as interactive compressed video (e.g., video-

conferencing). Both maximum CTD and peak-to-peak CDV must be tightly controlled.

Occasional cell loss is tolerable and is just ignored. NRT-VBR is intended for

applications that have bursty traffic, but do not require such stringent controls on cell

delay such as transaction processing.

ABR: The ABR service category is designed to support applications that are able to

increase or decrease their information throughput if network circumstances dictate. ABR

is the only service category in which the network provides rate feedback, also called flow

control, to the sender, asking it to slow down when congestion occurs. Cell loss for ABR

is expected to be low if the sender complies with such requests. An example of an ABR

application is web browsing.

UBR: Connections of the UBR service categories are given no promises of QoS and

feedback about congestion. All cells from UBR connections are accepted, and if there is

capacity left over, they will also be delivered. If congestion occurs, cells from UBR
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connections will be discarded, with no feedback to the sender and no expectation that the

sender slows down. As such, it is referred to as a best-effort service. Potential candidates

for UBR service are email and USENET news.

2.3.3 Call Admission Control

CAC represents the set of actions taken by the network at call set up or re-negotiation

phase in order to accept or reject a new call. A call setup request is accepted only when

sufficient resources are available to carry the new call through the whole network at its

requested QoS while maintaining the agreed QoS of already established connections in

the network. CAC schemes are currently not standardized and are at the discretion of

network operators. A comprehensive literature review on CAC schemes is provided in

Chapter Four.

2.3.4 [.Isage Parameter Control

Usage Parameter Control (UPC) represents a set of actions taken by the network to

monitor and control the traffic on an ATM connection. The main purpose of UPC is to

force every ATM connection to comply with its traffic contract. UPC is perforrned for

each traffic parameter in a source traffic descriptor. If UPC detects a violation, it can

either discard non-conforming cells or tag them for discarding when the network is

congested. Several UPC mechanisms have been proposed in the literature [PATH9I].

They are briefly reviewed in the following sections.
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2.3.4.1 The Leaky Bucket Mechanism

The leaky bucket mechanism consists of a pseudo-buffer with a counter. The counter is

increased by one when a cell from the source is received by the pseudo-buffer. The

counter is decreased by one at a constant service rate R as long as the counter value is

positive. This constant service rate R of the pseudo-buffer is usually set to the PCR of the

source and the limit of the counter K is usually set to the CDVT of the source to assure

that the UPC mechanism tolerates for the traffic fluctuations caused by CDV and

burstiness. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2-2.If the pseudo-buffer overflows,

the UPC assumes a violation has occurred and suitable penalty imposing actions (such as

discarding or tagging cells) are taken on all subsequently arriving cells from that source

until the counter has fallen below its limit again.

Ø .
R

Pseudo-buffer size
Service rate of Pseudo-buffer

Figure 2-2.The leaky bucket mechanism

2.3.4.2 The Jumping Window Mechanism

The jumping window mechanism defines windows that do not overlap but stick to each

other as shown in Figure 2-3. The maximum number of cells which is allowed to be

accepted within a window is set a threshold value according to the PCR specified by the

t4
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user. A counter counts the number of arriving cells in each window and is reset at the

beginning of the following window. A violation occurs when the count exceeds the

threshold value.

Figure 2-3. Thejumping window mechanism

2.3.4.3 The Triggered Jumping Window Mechanism

The windows in the jumping window mechanism are not synchronized with the cell

arrivals. The triggered jumping window mechanism has been proposed where windows

may not stick to each other but are triggered by the first arriving cell in a batch as

depicted in Figure 2-4.

ttt¡tr
tttttl
trtrrl , r , lTimer<------------- J H{indo\,tsdF------------ìJ

Figure 2-4.The triggered jumping window mechanism

2.3.4.4 The Exponentially Weighted Moving Average Mechanism

The exponentially weighted moving average mechanism defines windows the same way

as the jumping window mechanism, but the maximum number of cells allowed to be
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accepted within a window is a function of the exponentially weighted sum of the number

of cells accepted in the preceding windows.

2.3.4.5 The Moving Window Mechanism

The moving window mechanism defines a window moving along the time æ<is as

illustrated in Figure 2-5. Similar to the jumping windows mechanism, the maximum

number of arriving cells in every fixed window is set to a threshold value according to the

PCR specified by the user. This mechanism is very stringent and difficult to implement

because the arrival time of each cell needs to be remembered for exactly one window

width.

Figure 2-5. The moving window mechanism

2.3.5 Other Traffic Control Functions

In addition to CAC and UPC, several other traffic control functions are performed by the

network to monitor and regulate taffic. They are network resource management, traffic

shaping, priority control, and feedback control [PRYC95]. Network resource

management describes the provisions used to allocate network resources in order to

separate traffic flows accord.ing to their characteristics. Traffic shaping is defined as a
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mechanism to alter the traff,rc characteristics of a connection in order to reduce the PCR,

burst length, and CDV of that connection. Priority control allows users to generate

different priority traff,rc flows. At the time of congestion, low priority cells are discarded

to protect cells with higher prioriry. Feedback control is defined as a set of actions taken

by both the network and the users to adjust the traff,rc according to the congestion status

of the network and the avaiiability of network resources.

2.4 OPNET PROCESS MODBLS

Process models are the only objects in OPNET which can be programmed by users to

implement the desired behaviors and functions of an entity. OPNET expresses process

models based on a combination of state transition diagram (STD), a library of high level

functions called Kernel Procedures (KP) and the C programming language. A process

model's STD defines a set of top-level modes or states that a process can enter as well as

a set of conditions which contol the process moving from one state to another. States are

mutually exclusive and complementary, which means that a process is always in one and

only one state. Actions may be associated with each state and they are called executives.

The executives of a state are split into two sections, called enter executives and exit

executives. A state's enter executives are executed when a process enters the state, and its

exit executives are executed when the process leaves the state for another state. There a¡e

two types of states, called forced states and unforced states. Unforced states allow a pause

between their enter executives and exit executives and thus can be used to model true
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states of a process. The symbols used to represent forced and unforced states in an STD

are illustrated in Figwe2-6.

Figure 2-6. Symbols used to represent forced and unforced states in an STD

Processes are driven by events. 'When an event is actually delivered to a process, it is

termed as an intemrpt and the process is said to be invoked. Intemrpts are distinguished

by the types and codes associated with them. A process that is in a rest period waiting to

be invoked is said to be blocked. A process cycles between invoked and blocked periods.

Once a process has completed the enter executives of an unforced state, it blocks and

returns control to the simulation kernel or the process that invoked it so that events of

other processes can be executed. At this point, the process remains blocked until a new

invocation causes it to resume execution of the exit executives of its current state, to

move to another state, and to perform actions there. Once these actions are completed, the

process must be blocked again. Each process should have at least one unforced state.

Processes are not allowed to rest in forced states. Therefore, forced states cannot used to

represent modes of a process that persist for any duration. In other words, the exit

executives of a forced state are executed by a process immediately upon completion of

the enter executives. One special state, called initial state, must be designated in each

process model. Graphically, an initial state is identified by a large arrow located at its left

side as shown in Figure 2-7.The initial state is the place where the first invocation of the
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process begins. This state usually contains executive statements performing initializations

that should occur only once.

Figure 2-7. Symbol used to represent an initial state in an STD

A transition specification consists of four components: a source state, a destination

state, a condition expression and an executive expression. Each state may have any

number of incoming and outgoing transitions which are depicted as directed arcs with an

arrow pointing toward to the destination state. Transition conditions determine which

transition should take place. The condition and executive expressions appear in a

combined label next to the arc. A forward slash ('/') is used to separate them. Transitions

that have non-empty condition expressions are depicted as dashed arcs and those without

conditions are depicted as soiid arcs. A special condition called "default" is provided to

represent the complement of all other conditions associated with transitions leaving a

state. A default condition succeeds if and only if all other transition conditions a¡e false.

Figure 2-8 gives an example STD showing transition conditions and transition

executives.
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( c 0xDITr 0H-1 ),/ExE crtrlÛE_1

/Exu currriu_3

( c 0ÌìDrTr olr_2 ),/ExE curI9t_2\\

Figure 2-8. An example STD showing transition conditions and transition executives

Transition executives are useful in order to associate an action with a state when it is

entered or exited for a particular reason. Incorporating an action into the state's enter or

exit executives would cause the action to be executed regardless of the reason for which

the state was entered or exited, which may be undesirable in some cases. Transition

conditions and executives are expressed as "English-like" text called macros. This

technique explains transition conditions and executives in a simple, natural, and user-

friendly way and hides the details of their implementations from users.

Process models can be parameterized using model attributes. This mechanism gives

users the power to control the behavior, capabilities, and functions of such a model

without changing its internals. Model attributes generalize a model, making it more

flexible and reusable. An example of process model attributes is given in Figure 2-9.

Typically, each process model that uses model attributes loads the values of attributes

into a set of state va¡iables in its initial state.
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À¿tribute Nane TyPe Um-fg Default Va-Lue

RCV E!!'F inÈeger bytes 65536

Ma:cinun ÀcK Delay double 3ec 0.2

I'fard¡ruÌr se gnent size integer byÈ€s 536

Persistenca TineouE double 1.0

RCv BITPF Usage Threshold double of RCV BITFF 0.5

iælAtlfËutes

NenAttrËrJÞ
:ll ^- llf p"þÞ I Edf Þeperl¿'t lc.*"-l I oK-]

Figure 2-9. An example of process model att¡ibutes

kr OPNET, a process is capable of creating and destroying other processes. This is

useful to manage tasks that are generated on a dynamic basis, i.e., their exact timing or

number is not known in advance. This technique is used in this thesis to multiplex the

traffic from a number of heavy-tailed ONiOFF traffic sources to produce self-simila¡

traffic. When a self-similar uaffic source wants to establish a connection, the process of

each heavy-tailed ON/OFF traffic source is created by the process of the self-similar

traffic source. When a self-similar traffic source wants to release its connection, the

process of each heavytailed ON/OFF traffic sourco is destroyed by the process of the

seif-similar uaffic source. The process of a self-similar traffic source is never destroyed.

It is called the parent process of the process of each heavy-tailed ON/OFF traffic source.

The process of each heavy-tailed ON/OFF traffic source is called a child process of the

process of the self-similar traffic soruce.
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2.5 TIIE PARETO DISTRIBUTION

Heavy-tailed distributions, especially the Pareto distribution, play avery important role in

the construction of self-similar processes. A Pareto distribution with a shape parameter P

and a location parameter ahas the following cumulative distribution function:

F(x)= PIX <xf=I-(a / x)P, a,þ>O, x) a,

with the corresponding probabiliry density function:

f (x)= BaF ¡ø-' '

Clearly, the closer the shape parameter p of aPareto distribution gets to l, the heavier the

tail probabilityPlx>.r]of the Pareto distribution, or in other words, the greater the

variability of the outcomes of the Pareto distribution.If þ12, the distribution has

inf,rnite variance, and if þ <1, then it has infinite mean. For þ > I , the mean of the Pareto

distribution is Ba I (þ - 1) [PAXS95a].

The Pareto distribution (also referred to as power-law distribution, hyperbolic

distribution) has been used to model distributions of random variables exceeding a

minimum value q. The Pareto distribution is scale-invariant, which means that the

probability that the outcome is at least 2x is a fixed fraction of the probability that the

outcome is at least x, for any x 2 a . The Pareto distribution is also the only distribution

that is "invariant under truncation from below". That is, for ! ) xo,

PIX > YtX > *ol= PL(þIX > Yl.

Hence, the conditional distribution is also a Pareto distribution, with the same shape

par¿rmeter þ nd a new location parameter a,' = xo.
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A distribution is defined as heavy-tailed if its cumulative distribution function is of

the form:

PIX > xf - L(x)x-P , as .tr + æ,

where 0< þ <2and L(x) is a slowly varying function, i.e., lim,- - L(tx) I L(x)= 1, for all

/ > 0 [LELA94]. (Asymptotically constant and logarithm a¡e t',vo examples of slowly

varying functions.) This definition includes the Pareto distribution when the shape

parameter 0< þ <2.

A more general definition of heavy-tailed is given in [PAXS95a] where the

distribution of a random variable X is said to be heavy+ailed if its conditional mean

excess CMEx is an increasing function of x, where

CME, = EIX - xlX > xf .

The conditional mean excess of a medium-tailed distribution is a constant. The

conditional mean excess of a light-tailed distribution is a decreasing function of -r.

For waiting times with a light-tailed distribution such as the uniform distribution,

the longer you have waited, the sooner you are likely to be done. For waiting times with a

medium-tailed distribution such as the (memoryless) exponential distribution, the

expected future waiting time is independent of the waiting time so fa¡. In contrast, for

waiting time with a heavy-tailed distribution, the longer you have waited, the longer is

your expected future waiting time.
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GEI\ERATII\G ATM TRAFFIC

This chapter addresses the issue of generating ATM traffic. Realistic ATM traffic is in

great need and of extremely importance for both engineering designs and performance

evaluations of ATM traff,rc control schemes. A generalized traditional traffic generator

and a self-similar traffic generator are implemented as process models in OPNET to meet

this need. This chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.1, the motivation for

implementing ATM trafñc generators in OPNET is presented. In section 3.2, several

traditional ATM traffrc models, including the ON/OFF process, the Markov Modulated

Fluid Process, the Intem¡pted Poisson Process, and the Ma¡kov Modulated Poisson

Process, are reviewed and their implementation as one generalized traditional taffic

generator is described. In section 3.3, the concept, definition, and measurement of self-

similarity are surveyed and the implementation of a high-speed 5s1f-5imilar traffic
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generator in OPNET is presented. The self-simila¡ traffic generator is based on

multiplexing a number of ON/OFF sources with heavy-tailed ON/OFF periods. The

relations between the model attributes of the self-similar traffic generator and the Hurst

parameter of the synthetic self-similar traffic traces are also studied in section 3.3. Section

3.4 summarizes this chapter.

3.1. MOTTVATION

Traffic control schemes are vital to the successful operation of an ATM network.

Realistic ATM traffic is needed in order to evaluate the performance of various traffîc

control schemes. Over the last decade, researchers around the world have gone through

several paradigm shifts regarding the modeling of an ATM traffic source IPERR96].

Early traffÏc models based on the Poisson process cannot capture the burstiness present in

ATM traff,ic. Therefore, there was a major shift towards using ON/OFF type traffic

models, such as the ON/OFF process and the Intemrpted Poisson Process (IPP). Later,

more complex traffic models such as the Markov Modulated Fluid Process (MMFP) and

the Ma¡kov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) were introduced to capture the short-

term correlation present in ATM traffic. More recently, self-similar traffic models based

have been proposed to capture the long-term correlation present in ATM traffic.

OPNET is becoming one of the leading software packages for simulating ATM

networks. Both the behavior and the performance of modeled ATM networks can be

analyzed by performing discrete event simulations. However, OPNET's built-in taffic

generators a¡e based on using basic random distributions such as exponential, normal, and
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uniform to model cell interarrival times and therefore can not capture the burstiness, short

term, and long term correlation found in ATM traffic. Furthermore, OPNET's built-in

traffic generators do not have the ability to set up and release calls dynamically, to signal

the traffic control managers, and to specify the traffic parameters of each new call.

Therefore, OPNET's built-in traffic generators are not suitable to be used directly in

simulations for the performance evaluations of ATM traffic control schemes. More

sophisticated ATM traffic generators a¡e needed to be created by user-defined OPNET

process models. In this chapter, we present the implementations of a generalized

traditional traff,ic generator and a self-similar traffic generator with the following features:

1. Ability to generate realistic traffic of various types of ATM services.

2. Ability to set up and release calls dynamically.

3. Ability to signal the traffic control managers when setting up or releasing a call.

4. Ability to specify the traffic parameters of each new call.

Both traffic generators are mainly implemented for generating ATM traffic.

However, they can be configured to produce packets of various formats as well. Since a

cell is just a packet with a fixed size and a specific format, the term packet is used to

stand for both cell and packet in the rest of this chapter except for those concepts

exclusively used for ATM cells such as peak cell rate and average cell rate.
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3.2 TRADITIONAL TRAFFIC MODELS

3.2.L ON/OFF Process

An ON/OFF process switches between two states, ON and OFF alternately as shown in

Figure 3-1. At the ON state, packets are generated at a constant rate, r packets/second,

and at the OFF state, no packets are generated. Both ON and OFF periods are

exponentially distributed with mean l/2, and l/p second(s), respectively.

packet interarrival time = -1 seconds

Figure 3-1. An ON/OFF process

3.2.2 Markov Modulated Fluid Process

An m-state Ma¡kov Modulated Fluid Process (MMFP) can find itself in m different states

[ELWA93]. At state i, i-- l,...,n, packets are generated at a state dependent constant

rate, Â¿ packets/second. The transitions among those ln states are controlled by a

continuous-time Markov chain with an mxm inf,rnitesimal generator matrix Q, where

Q,,<0 ^¿ Qii > 0 for i* j. The sojourn times at state i, i=|,...,m, are exponentially

distributed with mean -llQ¡i second(s). An MMFP can be fully characterized by two

mxm matrices: the infinitesimal generator matrix Q nd the packet generation rate
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matrix Â, where L= diag(A,L,--.,A^). A two-state MMFP is illustrated in Figure 3-

2.The ON/OFF process is a special case of the two-state MMFP where one of the packet

arrival rates )"1 or Â,zis0.

packet interarr¡val tim€ = packet interarival ti." = ]z seconds

Figure 3-2. Atwo-state Markov modulated fluid process

3.2.3 fnterrupted Poisson Process

An Intemrpted Poisson Process (IPP) switches between two states, active and idle

alternately as delineated in Figure 3-3 [KUCZ73]. During an active period, packets are

generated in a Poisson fashion, i.e., packet interarrival times are of exponential

distribution with mean 1,/r second(s). During an idle period, no packets are generated.

Both active and idle periods are exponentially distributed with mean lü, and l/p

second(s), respectively. The only d.ifference between the IPP and the ONiOFF'process is

that during an active (or ON) period, packet intera¡rival times are of exponential

distribution in the IPP and are constant in the ON/OFF process.

28
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mean packet inleran¡val t¡me =

Figure 3-3. An intemrpted Poisson process

3.2.4 Markov Modulated Poisson Process

An m-state Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) can find itself in m different

states [HEFF86]. At state i, i=I,...,ffi, packets are generated in aPoisson fashion at a

state dependent rate, )¿ packets/second. The transitions among those m states are

controlled by a continuous-time Markov chain with an mx m infinitesimal generator

matrix Q,where Q,,<0 *¡¿ Qii >0 for i* j.The sojourntimesatstate i, i=1,...,ffi,

are exponentially distributed with mean -I/Q¡¡ second(s). An MMPP can be fully

characterized by two mx m matrices: the infinitesimal generator matrix Q and the packet

generation intensity matrix À, where lt =diag(1r,4.,---,4^). A two-state MMPP is

sometimes called a Switched Poisson Process (SPP). The IPP is a special case of the SPP

where one of the packet arival intensities Â"t or 1z is 0. A two-state MMPP is depicted in

Figure 3-4. The only difference between an m-state MMPP and an m-state MMFP is that

at each state, packet interarrival times are of exponential distribution in the MMPP and

are constant in the MMFP.
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mean packet ¡nteran¡val time = -7 seconds
x1

mean packet interanival time = --t .e"onOs
L2

Figure 3-4. A two-state Markov modulated Poisson process

3.2.5 Implementation of a Generalized Traditional Traffic Generator

A generalized traditional t¡affic generator was implemented as a process model in

OPNET. It includes the ON/OFF process, the two-state MMFP, the IPP, and the two-state

MMPP as special cases. MMFP and MMPP with more than two states are not considered

in this implementation. However, they can be supported by simply adding more states and

model attributes- Call setup/release capabilities are also incorporated into the generalized

traditional traffic generator. The states of the generalized traditional traffic generator can

be decomposed into two levels: a call-level and a burst-level. At the call level, the traffic

generator switches between two states, connected and released alternately. At the burst-

level, the connected state is further divided into two states, state 1 and state 2. Thetraffic

generator switches between state 1 and state 2 alternately when a call is connected. State

I can be thought of as the ON state in the ON/OFF process, or as the active state in the

IPP, or as the state I in either the two-state MMFP or the two-state MMPP. State 2 can be

thought of as the OFF state in the ON/OFF process, or as the idle state in the IPP, or as

the state 2 in either the two-state MMFP or the two-state MMPP. The packet interarrival
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time distributions at both state 1 and state 2, the call holding time and the call interarival

time distributions, and the state 1 and state 2 resident time distributions, can be chosen

from: constant, exponential, Pareto and other OPNET buiit-in distributions, such as

uniform, normal, and Erlang. A special "NONE" distribution is also provided for the

packet intera:rival time distribution at state 2.If this distribution is chosen, no packets are

generated at state 2.

The state transition diagram of the process model of the generalized traditional traffic

generator is shown in Figure 3-5. The process model has 26 model attributes which are

listed in Figure 3-6 (a)-(d). There are seven states in the process model: one forced (irrit),

and six unforced (warm_up, call_setup, statel, state2, released and disabled).

They are described in Table 3-1. The process model has 15 transition conditions which

a¡e delineated in Table 3-2. Eleven procedures are used in the enter and transition

executives of the process model. Their descriptions are given in Table 3-3.
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Figure 3-5. State transition diagram of the generalized traditional traffic generator
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Figure 3-6 (a). Model attributes 1-8 of the generalized traditional traffic genelator
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lIÉlAfrËuÞs

AtÈribute Nane TYPe tnitg Defaults value
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toggle enabled
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Figure 3-6 (b). Model attributes 9-18 of the generalized trariitional ffaffic generator

lælAthlruÞs
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Figure 3-6 (c). Model attributes 19-24 of the generalized traditional traffic generator
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l¡ælAtlrËuÞs
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Figure 3-6 (d). Model attributes 20-26 of the generalized traditional traffic generator

State Descriptions

34

State Description

init The process begins at this state where user-supplied model attribute
values are read and saved in corresponding state variables. If the "call
admission support" model attribute is disabled, a self intemrpt is
scheduled in order to let the process switch to the state2 state for the
f,rrst time after it stays at the state I state for a random period of time.
The length of this random period of time is an outcome of the state I
resident time distribution which can be specified by the "state 1 resident
time pdf' and the "state 1 resident time args" model attributes. If the
"connect/release support" model attribute is enabied and the "call
admission support" model attribute is disabled, another self intemrpt is
scheduled in order to let the process switch to the released state for the
frst time after a call has been connected for a random period of time.
The length of this random period of time is an outcome of the call
holding time disribution which can be specified by the "call holding
time pdfl' and the "call holding time args" model attributes. A
"warm_up_end" self intemrpt is also scheduled in a period of time in
order to let the process leave the \¡/arrn_up state and start setting up a
call or transmitting packets for the first time. If the "stop time" model
attribute is set to be different from the default value "inflnit¡/", another
self intemrpt is scheduled in order to disable the traffic generator
permanently at the time specified by the "stop time" model attribute.

waun_up This state is entered after the initialization is completed at the init state.
If the "random start time support" model aftribute is enabled, the procesl
stays at this state for a random period of time before settine uD a call or
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transmitting any packets. If the "conneclrelease support" model
attribute is enabled, the length of this random period of time is an

outcome of the call interarrival time distribution, which can be specified
by the "call interarrival time pdf' and the "call interarrival time args"
model attributes. If the "connect/release support" model attribute is
disabled, the length of this random period of time is an outcome of the
state 2 resident time distribution, which can be specified by the "state 2
resident time pdfl' and the "state 2 resident time atgs" model attributes.
This feature enables a number of traffic sources to be independent of
each other when traffic from them is multiplexed. If the "start time
random support" model attribute is disabled, the process stays at this
state for a fixed period of time before setting up a call or transmitting
any packets. The length of this fixed period of time can be specified by
the "start time" model attribute. This attribute can be set to zero, which
allows the traffic generator to start setting up a call or transmitting
packets rieht after the simulation starts.

call-sslgp This state is entered every time the traffic generator wants to make a call
if the "call admission support" model attribute is enabled. Before any
packet transmission takes place, the process sends a call setup request
with the call's traffic parameters to a neighboring CAC module and
waits for the CAC module to send back an accept/reject notification.
The PCR of the call can be specified by the "peak cell rate" model
attribute. The SCR of the call can be specified by the "average cell rate"
model attribute. The CAC module is identified by the "CAC module
name" model attribute. If the call setup request is accepted, the process

moves to the statel state and starts transmitting packets at rate 1. If the
call setup request is rejected, the process remains at this state and waits
for a fixed period of time before resending the last call setup request to
the neighboring CAC module. The length of this fixed period of time
can be specified by the "call setup interyal" model attribute.

statel This state is entered when a state 2 period is over, or when a cail setup

request is accepted if the "call admission support" model attribute is
enabled, or when a released period is over if the "connect/release
support" model attribute is enabled and the "call admission support"
modei attribute is disabled. At this state, the procedure
"g*send_nx_pk_state_10"is repeatedly cailed and packets are generated

at rate 1. The traffic generator stays at this state for a random period of
time before a transition to the state2 state takes place, unless a "release

the ongoing call" or "disable the traff,rc generator" self intem¡pt occurs
during this random period of time. The length of this random period of
time is an outcome of the state 1 resident time distribution, which can be

specified by the "state 1 resident time pdf' and the "state 1 resident time
args" model attributes. At this state, packet interarrival times are

outcomes of a distribution which can be specified by the "state I pk
inta¡r pdf' and the "state I pk intarr args" model attributes.



state2 This state is entered when a statel period is over if the call is still
connected. At this state, the procedure "g*send_nx_pk_state_20"is
repeatedly called and packets are generated at rate 2. The process stays
at this state for a random period of time before it switches back to the
state I state unless a "release the ongoing call" or "disable the traffic
generator" self intemrpt occurs during this random period of time. The
length of this random period of time is an outcome of the state 2 resident
time distribution, which can be specified by the "state 2 resident time
pdf' and the "state 2 resident time args" model attributes. At this state,
packet interarrival times are outcomes of a distribution which can be
specified by the "state 2 pk intarr pdf' and the "state 2 pk intarr pdf args"
model attributes. If the "state 2 pk intarr pdf is set to "NONE", no
packets are generated at the state2 state.

released This state is entered when a call holding time period is over if the
"conneclrelease support" model attribute is enabled. The call is then
released. If the "call admission support" model attribute is enabled, the
process stays at this state for a random period of time before a transition
to the call-5s¿tp state takes place unless a "disable the traffic
generator" self intem¡pt occurs during this random period of time. If the
"call admission support" model attribute is disabled, the process also
stays at this state for a random period of time before a transition to the
connected state takes place unless a "disable the traffic generator" self
intemrpt occurs during this random period of time. The length of this
random period of time is an outcome of the call interarrival time
distribution, which can be specified by the "call interarrival time pdf'
and the "call interarrival time ¡'95" rnodel attributes.

disabled This state is entered when the simulation reaches the time specified by
the "stop time" model attribute if the attribute's value is set to be smaller
than the defauit value "infinity". The process then remains at this state
for the rest of the simulation. No packets are generated after this state is
entered. The traffic senerator is practicallv disabled.
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Table 3-1. State descriptions of the generalized traditional traffic generator

Transition Condition Descriptions

36

Transition Condition Description
WARM_UP_END The warm-up period is over. It is time for the process to

move to the sall_setup state to start setting up a new
call if the "call admission support" model attribute is
enabled, or to move to the corrnected state to start
transmitting packets if the "call admission support"
model attribute is disabled.



CALL_SETUP_ENABL
ED

The "call admission support" model attribute is enabled.

CALL_SETUP-DISABL
ED

The "call admission support" model attribute is disabled.

CALL-SETUP A call setup interval is over. It is time for the process to
resend the last call setup request to a neighboring CAC
module.

ACCEPTED A process intemrpt is received from a neighboring CAC
module. The last call setup request is accepted.

RE.JEClED A process intemrpt is received from a neighboring CAC
module. The last call setuo reouest is reiected.

BEGIN STATE I A state 2 period is over. It is time for the process to
switch back to the statel state from the state2 state.

BEGIN_STATE_II A state 1 period is over. It is time for the process to
switch back to the state2 state from the statel state.

SEND_i\D(_PK_ST:qTE-
I

A packet transmission at the statel state is completed. It
is time for the process to start another packet
transmission at the state I state.

SEND_NX_PK_ST:{TE-
II

A packet transmission at the state2 state is completed. It
is time for the process to start another packet
transmission at the state2 state.

CONNECT_RELEASE_
ENABLED

The "connect/release support" model attribute is enabled.

CONNECI:RELEASE_
DISABLED

The "connect/release support" model attribute is
disabled.

CONNECT A call interar¡ival time period is over. It is time for the
traff,rc generator to make a new call.

RELEASE A call holding time period is over. It is time for the traffic
senerator to release the oneoins call.

DISABLE The stop time of this traff,rc generator is reached. It is
time for the process to disable the traffic generator.
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Table 3-2. Transition condition descriptions of the generalized traditional traffic generator

Procedures Descriptions

37

Procedure Description

Lstring_to_args (src_stri
ng, argo, argt)

This procedure decomposes a model attribute of type
"string" into one or two arguments of type "double".

Lsend_nx_pk_state_10 This procedure creates a packet of the format specified
by the "packet format" model attribute, and of the
leneth specified bv the "packet size pdfl' and the
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"packet size args" model attributes. The length of the
header of a packet can be specified by the "packet
header size pdf' and the "packet header size args"
model attributes. It then sends the packet to an output
stream. It also schedules a "send next packet at state
1" self intemrpt in a random period of time unless the
traffic generator switches back to the state2 state or
reieases the call before this intemrpt takes place. The
length of this random period of time is an outcome of
the state 1 packet interarrival time distribution which
can be specif,red by the "state I pk intarr pdf' and the
"state I pk intarr 6'gs" ¡¡sdel attributes.

gsend_nx_pk_state_20 This procedure creates a formatted or unformatted
packet and then sends it to an output stream. It also
schedules a "send next packet at state 2" self intemrpt
in a random period of time unless the traffic generator
switches back to the state I state or releases the call
before this intem¡pt takes place. The length of this
random period of time is an outcome of the state 2
packet interarrival time distribution which can be
specified by the "state 2 pk intarr pdf' and the "state 2
pk intarr args" model attributes.

gsche_nx_begin_state_ I This procedure schedules a self intemrpt in random
period of time in order to let the traffic generator

switch back to the state I state from the state2 state
unless a "release the ongoing call" or "disable the
traffic generator" self intem¡pt occurs during this
random period of time. The length of this random
period of time is an outcome of the state 2 resident
time distribution which can be specified by the "state
2 resident time pdf' and the "state 2 resident time
args" model attributes. The event time of this intemrpt
is saved in a state variable called
"scheduledgo_to_statel_time" which is used in the
procedure "g_send_nx_pk_state_20" to prevent
scheduling another "send next packet at state 2" self
intemrpt if the traffic generator is about to switch back
to the statel state.

gs che_nx_b e gin_state_2
0

This procedure schedules a self intemrpt in a random
period of time in order to let the traffic generator

switch back to the state2 state from the statel state

unless a "release the ongoing call" or "disable the
traffic generator" self intemrpt occurs during this
random period of time. The length of this random
period of time is an outcome of the state 1 resident
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time distribution which can be specified by the "state
I resident time pdfl' and the "state I resident time
args" model attributes. The event time of this intemrpt
is saved in a state variabie called
"scheduled go_to_state2_time" which is used in the
procedure "gsend_nx_pk_state_10" to prevent
scheduling another "send next packet at state l" self
intemrpt if the traffic generator is about to switch back
to the state2 state.

g_sche_nx_releaseI This procedure schedules a self intemrpt in a random
period of time in order to let the traffic generator
release the ongoing call and switch back to the release
mode from the connected mode unless a "disable the
traffic generator" self intem¡pt occurs during this
random period of time. The length of this random
period of time is an outcome of the call holding time
distribution which can be specified by the "call
holding time pdfl' and the "call holding time pdf args"
model attributes. The event time of this intemrpt is
saved in a state variable called
"scheduled_release_time" which is used in the
procedures "g_send_nx_pk_state_10" and
"g_send_nx_pk_state_20" to prevent scheduling
another "send next packet at state 1" or "send next
packet at state 2" self intem:pt, and in procedures
"g_sche_nx_begin_state_10" and
"g;sche_nx_begin_state_20" to prevent scheduling
another "go to state 1" or "go to state 2" self intemrpt
if the traffic generator is about to release the ongoing
call.

g_sche_nx_connectI This procedure schedules a self intem¡pt in a random
period time in order to let the traffic generator make a
new call and switch back to the connected mode from
the released mode unless a "disable the traff,rc
generator" self intem¡pt occurs during this random
period of time. The length of this random period of
time is an outcome of the call interarrival time
distribution which can be specified by the "call
intera:rival time pdf' and the "call intera:rival time
args" model attributes.

g call setuo0
rIv

This procedure sends a forced remote intemrpt to
notify the neighboring CAC module that the traffic
generator wants to make a call. It also sends the traffic
generator's process identification, the call's PCR,
SCR, and other traffic parameters to the CAC module.



Those traffic parameters are used by the CAC module
to decide the acceptance of the call. The traffîc
generator's process identification is used by the CAC
module to identifv the call if the call is accepted.

gsche-nx-call-setup0 This procedure schedules a self intem¡pt in a fix
period of time to let the traffÏc generator to resend the
last call setup request to a neighboring CAC module if
the request was rejected. The length of this fixed
period of time can be specifred by the "call setup
interyal" model attribute.

gcall_release0 This procedure sends a forced remote intemrpt to
notify the neighboring CAC module that the traffic
generator wants to release the ongoing call. It also
sends the traffic generator's process identification to
the CAC module so that the CAC module can locate
and delete the record of this call from a list of
connected calls.

gpareto_dist(alpha,
beta)

This procedure produces a random outcome of a

Pareto distribution with two parameters: alpha and
beta. The first parameter alpha is the mean of the
outcome. The second parameter is the shape parameter
of the Pareto distribution.
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Table 3-3. Procedure descriptions of the generalized traditional traffic generator

3.3 SELF-SIMILAR TRAFFIC MODELS

Recent analysis of Ethernet traffic measurements has shown that Ethernet traffic is self-

similar in nature [LELA94]. Other studies have indicated that self-similarity is a feature

of VBR video traff,rc [BERA95]. Studies of wide area traffic have also revealed the

existence of self-similarity [PAXS95a]. Contrary to the common beliefs that aggregate

traffic becomes smoother (less bursty) as the number of traffic sources increases,

aggregating self-simila¡ traffic typically intensifies burstiness rather than diminishes it.

Self-similar phenomena will have a significant impact on the operation, design and

control of ATM networks.

40
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3.3.1 A Graphic View of Self-Similarity

Graphically, self-similar traffic seems to look like the same across a wide range of time

scales [LELA94} Figure 3-7 (a)-(e) depicts a sequence of cell count plots (i.e. the number

of cells generated per time unit) of a synthetic self-similar traffic for five different choices

of time unit.
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Time Unir= I Second
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Figure 3-7 (c). Cell count plot of a synthetic self-similar traffic: time unit = 1 second
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Figure 3-7 (d). Cell count plot of a synthetic self-simila¡ traffic: time unit = 0.1 second
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Starting with a time unit of 100 seconds, each subsequent plot is obtained from the

previous one by increasing the time resolution by a factor of 10 and by concentrating on a

randomly chosen subinterval. Observe that there are bursts ranging from milliseconds to

minutes instead of a natural length of burst.

This scale-invariant feature of self-similar traffic is drastically different from

traditional traffic models. The latter typically produce cell count plots which are

indistinguishable from white noise after aggregating over a few hundred milliseconds.

Figure 3-8 (a)-(e) depicts a sequence of cell count plots of a synthetic Poisson process

with the same average cell rate for five different choice of time unit.
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Figure 3-8 (e). Cell count plot of a synthetic Poisson process: time unit = 0.01 second

3.3.2 Defïnition and Properties of A Discrete-Time Self-Similar
Stochastic Process

The definition and properties of a discrete-time self-similar stochastic process can be

found in [LELA94]. Let ){=(x,:t='!.,2,3,...) be a discrete-time stationary stochastic

process with mean p,vanance a2 andan autocorrelation function r(k), k> 0.

Assume that the autocorrelation function is of the form:

r(k) = k-P L(t) , as fr+oo,

where 0< þ<land L(t) is slowly varying function. I-r-t X^ =(x[:k=1,2,3,...) denote

the new stationary time series obtained by averaging the original series X over non-

overlapping blocks of size m. That is, for each m=1,2,3,... , X^ is given by

.r =*,,=å:¡, k>'.

Time Unit = 0.01 Second
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Let r^ (k) be the autocor¡elation function of X^. The process X is called exactly second-

order self-similar with Hurst parameter (or the degree of self-similarity) H =l- þ / 2 if

for all m=1,2,3,...,

var(X^)= o2m-þ

and

r^(k)= r(k), k>0'

X is called asymptotically second-order self-similar with Hurst parameter H -l- þ I 2 if

var(X^)- o2m-P, as m-+æ,

and for all fr large enough,

r^(k)+r(k), as m+æ.

In other words, X is exactly or asymptotically second-order self-similar if the aggregated

process X^ ate the same as X or become indistinguishable from X with respect to their

autocorrelation functions.

The most striking feature of a discrete-time self-simila¡ stochastic process is that the

correlation structure of their aggregated processes X' does not degenerate as m+æ.

This is in stark contrast to traditional traffic models currently considered in the literature,

all of which have the properly that their aggregated processes X' tend to second-order

pure noise, i.e., for all k > 1,

r^(k)+0, as m+æ.

Self-simila¡ processes provide an elegant explanation of an empirical law that is

commonly referred as the Hurst effect. For a given set of observations x1tx2,...,xn with
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sample mean x(n) and sample variance S'(r), the rescaled adjusted range statistic (or

R/S statistic) is given by

R(n) lS(n)= 1/ S(n )[max(0,W,W2,...,Wn) - min(0,I42' ,W2,...,Wn)),

with Wr =rr * xz+...+xk -W(n),l<k <n. V/hile many naturally occurring time series

appear to be well represented by the relation:

EtR(n) I S(n)l- cng, âs nè æ,

with Hurst parameter "typically" around 0.7, observations from a short range dependent

model are known to satisfy :

EIR(n) / S(n)l- dno's, as ït.è æ,

with Hurst parameter "fypically" around 0.5.

3.3.3 Hurst Parameter Estimation

There are several methods known to measure the Hurst parameter H of a time series

[LERA94]. Two of them, variances time plots and R/S analysis, are described here.

3.3.3.L Variance-Time Plots

We have seen in section 3.3.2 that for a self-simila¡ process, the relation between the

va¡iance of the aggregated processes X^ and the block size m is given as

var(X ^) - o'*-Þ , as m+ Ø.

Taking logarithm at both sides of the above relation, we have

tn[var(X')]- -þln(m¡+ ln(o2), ã.s tn) æ.
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The so-called variance-time plots are obtained by plotting ln[var(X')] against ln(m).

The coefficient - f is estimated as the asymptotic slope of the variance-time curve by

f,rning a straight line through the sample points of the curve according to the least squares

method, ignoring those points for small z. Values of the asymptotic slope between -1 and

0 suggest self-similarity, and the Hurst parameter is estimated as ¡/ -l- P / 2.Figare 3-

9 depicts the variance time curve of a synthetic self-similar traffic trace. It has an

asymptotic slope that is distinctly different from -l (dotted line) and the Hurst parameter

is estimated as 0.84283. Figure 3-10 depicts the variance time curve of a synthetic

Poisson process. The slope of the variance time curve matches the dotted line extremely

well and the Hurst parameter is estimated as 0.51857.

Variance Time Plot

H=0.842ß

logr(m)

Figure 3-9. Variance time plot of a synthetic self-similar traffic
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Variance Time Plot

H= 0.51857
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Figure 3-10. Variance time plot of a synthetic Poisson process

3.3.3.2 R/S Analysis

R/S analysis provides another way to estimate the Hurst parameter. We have seen in

section 3.3.2 that for a self-similar process, the relation between the R/S statistic and the

sample size n is given as

EIR(n)l S(n)l- cnH, as n+æ,

Taking logarithm at both sides of the above relation, rffe have

n[z1n1n¡ls(n)]] - Htn(n)+ln(c) , n]æ

The so-called pox plot is obtained by plotting m[f¡n1n¡ / S(n)]l against ln(n). The Hurst

parameter ^FI is estimated as the asymptotic slope of the R/S curve by fitting a straight line

through the sample points of the curve according to the least squares method, ignoring

those points for small n.
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3.3.4 Generating Self-Similar Traffic

Currently, there are a number of methods for generating self-similar traffic. Here, we

briefly describe two of them. For a more detailed presentation and references on self-

similar traffic generation, see [LELA94], [PAXS95a], [PAXS95b], [WLL97], [LAU95],

and [GARR94].

The most intuitive method for generating self-similar traff,rc is to multiplex ON/OFF

sources with heavy-tailed ON/OFF periods. This method comes directly from the fact that

an individual Ethernet host can be modeled as an ON/OFF source and Ethernet LAN

traffic is statistically self-similar. Traffic measurements also indicate that the lengths of

the ON/OFF periods of an individual Ethernet host are heavy-tailed and can be fitted into

Pa¡eto distribution very well.

Self-similar traffic can also be generated by simulating the number of customers in

an M/G/* queuing system, where customers arrive according to a Poisson process and

service times are drawn from a heavy-tailed distribution with infinite variance. Let X, be

the number of customers in the system at time r. The count process (X,:t =1,2,...) is

asymptotically self-similar.

3.3.5 Implementation of A Self-Similar Traffic Generator

3.3.5.1 Model Structure

A self-simila¡ traffic generator based on multiplexing a number of ON/OFF traffic

sources with heavy-tailed ON/OFF periods is implemented as a set of process models in

OPNET. The heavy-tailed distribution used in this implementation is the famous Pareto
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distribution. The complexity of implementing such a self-similar generator with call setup

and release capabilities is decomposed into two process models which are organized

hierarchically. The first process model is for creating a heavy-tailed ON/OFF traffic

source. The second process model is for multiplexing a number of heavy-tailed ON/OFF

traffic sources as well as setting up and releasing calls. An auxiliary process model is

designed to collect and analyze the synthetic traffic traces generated by both the self-

similar traffic generator and the generalized traditional traffic generator. Packet counts at

various time scales are provided as a set of vector statistics which can be viewed as

packet count plots in OPNET Analysis Tool. Those packet count plots can be used for

visually testing the self-similarity of collected synthetic traffTc traces. This process model

also estimates the PCR and SCR of a synthetic traffic trace.

3.3.5.2 Process Model for Creating A Heavy-Tailed ON/OFF Traffic Source

This section covers the process model for creating a heavy-tailed ON/OFF traffic source.

The state transition diagram of the process model is shown in Figure 3-1i. The process

model has 14 model attributes as listed in Figure 3-12 (a)-(b). There a¡e four states in the

process model: one forced (init), and th¡ee unforced (on, off, and idle). They are

described in Table 3-4. The process model has 5 transition conditions which are

delineated in Table 3-5. Seven procedures are used in the enter and transition executives

of the process model. Their descriptions are given in Table 3-6.
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Figure 3-11. State transition diagram of the process model for creating a heavy-tailed

ONiOFF traffic source

ÀttribuÈe Nila TyPe IIni ts Default, Value

packet generabion rate douìle packeÈs/second 30

on period pdf args stri.:ng 1 1.0U5

off period pdf args string 5 1.005

packet size pdf string congtane

packe! size args string 424.0

packet beader size pdf string c0nsEanE

packeL header size args string 0.0

packeÈ forrnat string NONE

i¡ÉlAtlrËuEs

t{ewAtlrbuÊ

l--1
ll ^- ll[-p"*_l l- €dirp'"p"rþ" I I "#"il I oK -l

Figure 3-12 (a). Model attributes 1-8 of the process model for creating a heavy+ailed
ON/OFF ffaffic source
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ilÉ¡AtlrÈuÞs

AlÈributs Nane lyPe Units Default value

packeE fornat sèring NONE

etarÈ ¿irûe randon support toggle enabled

acLive/idle sr:pport toggle enabled

acÈive period pdf string pareÈo

active period args s¿ri¡g 5 1.5

idle period pdf string pareÈo

idle period args sÈring 25 1.5

t{e!r AltrbulE

l[^- ll|-p"¡"Þ-l l- €dr P'"F"rþ" I t c'*"¡ ì I or( I

Figure 3-I2 (b). Modeì attributes 8-14 of the process model for creating a heavytailed
ON/OFF traffic source
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State Descrintion

init The process starts at this state where user-supplied model attribute values are

read and saved in corresponding state variables. A self intem¡pt is scheduled in
a period of time in order to let the process sta.rt transmitting packets at the on
state for the f,irst time. If both the "random start time support" and the
"active/idle support" model attributes are enabled, the length of this period of
time is a random outcome from the distribution of the length of an idle period
which can be specified by the "idle period pdf'and the "idle period args" model
attributes. If the "random start time support" modei attribute is enabled and the
"active/idle support" model attribute is disabled, the length of this period of
time is a random outcome from a Pareto distribution of the length of an off
period with parameters specified in the "off period pdf args" model attribute.
This feature is used to enable a number of heavy-tailed ON/OFF traffic sources
to be independent to each other when traffic from them is multiplexed to
produce self-similar traffic. If the "start time random support" model attribute is
disabled, the process starts ffansmitting packets at the on state as soon as the

initialization at the init state is completed. Another self intemrpt is scheduled

to let the process switch to the off state for the first time after it staying at the

on state for a random period of time. The length of this random period of time
is an outcome from a Pareto distribution of the length of an on period with
parameters given in the "on period pdf args" model attribute. If the "active/idle
support" model attribute is enabled, a third self intem¡pt is scheduled in a

random period of time in order to let the traffic generator switch to the idle
mode from the active mode for the first time. The leneth of this random oeriod



of time is an outcome from the distribution of the length of an active period
which can be specified by the "active period pdf' and the "active period args"
model attributes.

on This state is entered when an off period is over, or when an idle period is over if
the "active/idle support" model attribute is enabled. At this state, the
procedure "onof{_pareto_send_nx_pk0" is repeatedly called and packets are

generated at a constant rate wtrich can be specified by the "packet generation
rate". The traffic generator stays at this state for a random period of time before
a transition to the off state takes place, unless a "begin an idle period" self
intemrpt occurs during this random period of time. The length of this random
period of time is an outcome of a Pareto distribution of the length of an on
period with parameters specified in the "on period pdf args" model attribute.

off This state is entered when an on period is over. The traffic generator stays at
this state for a random period of time before a transition to the on state takes
place, unless a "begin an idle period" self intem¡pt occurs during this random
period of time. The length of this random period of time is an outcome of a

Pareto distribution of the length of an off period with parameters specified in
the "off period pdf args" model attribute.

idle This state is entered when an active period is over if the "active/idle support"
model attribute is enabled. The process stays at this state for a random period of
time before it starts another active period and switches to the on state. The
length of this random period of time is an outcome of the distribution of the
length of an idle period which can be specified by the "idle period pdf " and the
"idle period args" model attributes.
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Table 3-4. State descriptions of the process model for creating a heavy-tailed ON/OFF
traffic source

Transition Condition Descriptions
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Transition Condition Description

SEND-NEXLPACKET A packet transmission is completed. It is time for the

process to start transmitting another packet at the on
state.

BEGIN-ON An off period if over. It is time for the process to begin
an on period and to switch to the on state from the off
state.

BEGIN_OFF An on period if over. It is time for the process to begin an

off period and to switch to the off state from the on
state.

BEGIN-ACTTVE An idle period is over. It is time for the process to begin
an active period and to switch to the on state from the

idle state.
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BEGIN_IDLE

55

An active period is over. It is time
begin an idle period and to switch to
either the on state or the off state.

for the process to
the idle state from

Table 3-5. Transition condition descriptions of the process model for creating a heavy-
tailed ON/OFF traffic source

Procedure Descriptions

Procedure Description

onofl p areto_stringto_args (sr
c_string, argO,argl)

This procedure decomposes a model attribute of
type "string" into one or two arguments of type
"double".

onoflp areto_s end_nx_p k fl This procedure creates a packet of the format
specified by the "packet format" model
attribute, and of the length specified by the
"packet size pdf' and the "packet size args"
model attributes. The length of the header of a
packet can be specified by the "packet header
size pdf' and the "packet header size args"
model attributes. It then sends the packet to an

output stream. It also schedules a "send next
packet" self intem¡pt in a fixed period of time
unless the process switches to the offor the idle
state before this intemrpt takes place. The length
of this fix period of time is set as the inverse of
the value specified in the "packet generation
rate" model attribute.

onoflpareto_sche_nx_active 0 This procedure schedules a self intemrpt in a
random period of time in order to let the process

switch back to the active mode from the idle
mode. The length of this random period of time
is an outcome of the distribution of the length of
an idle period which can be specified by the
"idle period pdf' and the "idle period args"
model attributes.

onoff-p areto_s che-nx_idle I This procedure schedules a self intemrpt in a
random period of time in order to let the process

switch back to the idle mode from the active
mode. The length of the random period of tims
is an outcome of the distribution of the length of
an active period which can be specified by the
"active period pdf' and the "active period args"
model attributes. The event time of this intemrpt



is saved in a state variable called
"scheduled idle_time" which is used in the
procedure "onoff_pareto_send_nx_pk0" to
prevent scheduling another "send next packet"
self intemrpt at the on state, and in the
procedures "onoff_pareto_sche_nx_on0" and
"onoff_pareto_sche_nx_off0" to prevent
scheduling another "begin an on period" at the
off state, or another "begin an off period" self
intemrpt at the on state, when the process is
about to switch to the idle state.

onoflpareto_s che_nx_on0 This procedure schedules a self intem¡pt in a

random period of time in order to let the process

switch back to the on state from the off state,
unless a "begin an idle period" self intemrpt
occurs during this random period of time. The
length of this random period of time is an
outcome of a Pareto distribution of the length of
an off period with parameters specified in the
"off period Ddf arss" model attribute.

ono[p areto_s che_nx_offS This procedure schedules a self intemrpt in a

random period of time in order to let the process

switch back to the off state from the on state,
unless a "begin an idle period" self intemrpt
occurs during this random period of time. The
length of this random period of time is an

outcome of a Pareto distribution of the length of
an on period with parameters specified in the
"on period pdf args" model attribute. The event
time of this intemrpt is saved in a state variable
called "scheduled-off_time" which is used in
the procedure "onoff_pa¡eto_send-nx-pk0" to
prevent scheduling another "send next packet"
event at the on state when the process is about
to switch back to the offstate.

onoflpareto_dist(alpha, beta) This procedure produces a random outcome of a
Pareto distribution with ¡ro parameters: alpha
and beta. The first parameter alpha is the mean
of the outcome. The second parameter is the
shape parameter of the Pa¡eto distribution.
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Table 3-6. Procedure descriptions of the process model for creating a heavy-tailed
ON/OFF traffic source
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3.3.5.3 Process Model for Multiplexing A Number of Heavy-Tailed ON/OFF
Traffic Sources

This section covers the process model for multiplexing a number of heavy-taiied ON/OFF

uaffic sources. The state transition diagram of the process model is shown in Figure 3-13.

The process model has 17 model attributes as listed in Figure 3-I4 (a)-(c). There are six

states in the process model: one forced (init), and five unforced (warm_up,

call_setup, connected, released, and disabled). They are described in Table 3-7.

The process model has 11 transition conditions which are delineated in Table 3-8. Nine

procedures a¡e used in the enter and transition executives of the process model. Their

descriptions are given in Table 3-9.

Figure 3-13. State transition diagrarn of the process model for multiplexing a number of
heavy+ailed ON/OFF traffic soruces
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ÀÞtribute NÐe TyPe Itnits Default Value

nu¡nber of Onl0ff sources inceger s0

peðk ceIL rabe dou.ble cells/gec. 2St

average ceII raEe double ceIIs/sec s0

connecÈ/release support toggle enabled

caII holding Eir¡e pdf sCEing pareEo

caII holding Èi.ne args string 100 1.5

call int¿rarriml tine pdl sLEing pafeÈo

sÈring 100 1.5

ilËlAttrÈuÞs

NenAttrËdE

ll ^--lll--D"Þ;_l
gfil Pr€perlí's f c"*"{ ll oK-l

Figure 3-14 (a). Model attributes 1-8 of the process model for multiplexing a number of
heavy-tailed ON/Of'F traffic sources

AÈtribute Nane TyPe Itnits DefaulÈ value

caII adnission supporL toggle enabled

caIL setr.p inbervaL double 10

CAC nodule na¡ne str:'ng cac

3Eart time randon support toggle enabled

etop Ciroe double 3ec. infinitsy

sta¡t tiÀe doulle 3ec. 0.0

On,/0ff src peak ceLL rate double cells/sec- 36

0n,/0ff src avg ceIL rat€ double ceIIs,/sec 1.0

ì¡ÉlAtlrbuÞs

NewAtlrbuÞ

ll ^*_ll[-p"þþ I edf PropcrliE'Ë I c"-.r ll oK-l

Figure 3-14 (b). Modei attributes 9-18 of the process model for multiplexing a number of
heavy-taiied ON/OFF traffic sources
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lælAttrÈuÞs

ÀtÈribut¿ NanB TÞe IIniès DefaulÞ Value

cAC h.odule nane 9tr]'ng cac

stsar! cine randon support Eoggle enabled

stop tine double infinity
sÞalt tine dou.ble 0.0

0n,/0ff src peak ceIL rate doulle cells,/sec 36

ûn,/0ff src avg ceLL rate double cells,/sec. 1.0

On,/Off src avg bursty lenc double 9ec. 1.0

NeflAürËuÞ

ll Ad lll D"þÞ I t €drP'.p"'1þ" It:l lc"*"{ ll oK-l

Figure 3-I  @). Model attributes lI-17 of the process model for muitiplexing a number
of heavy-tailed ON/OFF traff,rc sources
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State Description

init The process starts at this state where user-supplied model attribute
values are read and saved in state variables. If the "conneclrelease
support" model attribute is enabled and the "call admission support"
model attribute is disabled, a future "release the ongoing call" seif
intemrpt is scheduled in order to let the process switch to the released
state from the connected state for the first time after a call is being
connected for a random period of time. The length of this random period
of time is an outcome of the call hoiding time distribution which can be

specified by the "call holding time pdf' and the "call holding time args"
model attributes. A "warm_up_end" interrupt is also scheduled in a

period time in order to let the process leave the warrn_up state and

start setting up a call or transmitting packets for the first time. If the
"stop time" model attribute is set to be different from the default value
"infinity", another self intemrpt is scheduled in order to disable the
traffic generator permanently at the time specified by the "stop time"
model attribute.

W'AITN llD This state is entered after the initialization is completed at the init state.

If both the "random start time support" and the "conneclrelease
support" model attributes are enabled, the process stays at this state for a

random period of time before setting up a call or transmitting any
packets. The length of this random period of time is an outcome from
the call interarrival time distribution which can be specified by the "call
interarrival time pdf' and the "call interarrival time arss" model
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attributes. This feature is used to enable a number of self-similar traffic
sources to be independent to each other when traffic from them is
multiplexed. If the "start time random support" model attribute is
disabled, the process stays at this state for a fixed period of time before
setting up a call or transmitting any packets. The length of this fixed
period of time can be specified by the "start time" model attribute. It can

be set as zero which allows the traff,rc generator to start setting up a call
or transmittine packets rieht after the simulation starts.

call_setup This state is entered every time when the traffic generator wants to make
a call if the "call admission support" model attribute is enabled. Before
any packet transmission takes place, the process sends a call setup
request with the call's traffic parameters to a neighboring CAC module
and waits for the CAC module to send back an accept/reject notification.
The PCR of the call can be specified by the "peak cell rate" model
attribute. The SCR of the call can be specified by the "average cell rate"
model attribute. The CAC module is identified by the "CAC module
name" attribute. If the call setup request is accepted, the process moves

to the connected state and starts transmitting packets. If the call setup
request is rejected, the process remains at this state and waits for a fixed
period of time before resending the request to the CAC module. The
length of this fixed period of time can be specified by the "call setup
interyal" model attribute.

connected This state is entered when a call setup request is accepted if the "call
admission support" model attribute is enabled, or when an released
period is over if the "conneclrelease support" model attribute is enabled
and the "call admission support" model attribute is disabled. The
procedure "mux_on_off_invoke_child_processes0" is called to invoke
and multiplex a number of heavy tailed ON/OFF traffic sources. If the
"connect/release support" model attributes is disabled, the process stays

at this state for the rest of the simulation unless a "disable the traffic
generator" self intem¡pt occurs during the rest of the simulation. If the
"connect/release support" model attributes is enabled, the process stays

at this state for a random period of time before a transition to the

released state takes place unless a "disable the traffic generator" self
intemrpt occurs during this random period of time. The length of this
random period of time is an outcome of the call holding time
distribution which can be specified by the "call holding time pdf' and
the "call holdine time args" model attributes.

released This state is entered when a call holding time period is over if the
"connect/release support" model attribute is enabled. The procedure
"mux_on_off_destroy_child_processes0" is called to destroy a number
of invoked heavy tailed ON/OFF traffic sources and the call is released.

The process stays at this state for a random period of time before a

transition to the call-setup state takes place if the "call admission

support" model attribute is enabled, or a transition to the connected
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state takes place if the "call admission support" model attribute is
disabled, unless a "disable the traffic generator' self intem¡pt occurs
during this random period of time. The length of this random period of
time is an outcome of the call interarrival time distribution which can be
specified by the "call interarrival time pdf' and the "call interarrival time

" model attributes.

Table 3-7. State descriptions of the process model for multiplexing a number of heavy-
tailed ON/OFF traffic sources

Transition Condition Descriptions
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disabled This state is entered when the simulation reaches the time specified by
the "stop time" model attribute when it is set to be smaller than the
default value "infrnify". The process then remains at this state for the
rest of the simulation. No packets are generated after this state is

tor is oracticallv disabled.

Transition Condition Descriotion

WARM_UP_END The warm-up period is over. It is time for the process

to move to the sall-ssfirp state to start setting up a

call if the "conneclrelease support" model attribute is
enabled, or to move to the connected state to start
transmitting packets if the "conneclrelease support"
model attribute is disabled.

CALL-SETUP_ENABLED The "call admission support" model attribute is
enabled.

CALL-SETUP-DISABLE
D

The "call admission support" model attribute is
disabled.

CALL SETUP A call setup interval is over. It is time for the process

to resend the last call setup request to a neighboring
CAC module.

ACCEPTED A process intemrpt is received from a neighboring
CAC module. The last call setup request is accepted.

RE.IECTED A process intemrpt is received from a neighboring
CAC module. The last call setup reouest is reiected.

CONNECLRELEASE-E
NABLED

The "connect/release support" model attribute is
enabled.

CONNECT-RELEASE_DI
SABLED

The "connect/release support" model attribute is
disabled.

CONNECT A call interarrival time period is over. It is time for the

process to move to the call_setup state to start
setting up a call if the "connect/release support" model
attribute is enabled. or to move to the connected
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Table 3-8. Transition condition descriptions of the process model for multiplexing a
number of heavytailed ON/OFF sources

Procedures Descriptions
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state to start transmitting packets if the
"conneclrelease support" model attribute is disabled.

RELEASE A call holding time period is over. It is time for the
process to move to the released state and release the
onsoins call.

DISABLE The stop time of this traffic generator is reached. It is
time for the process to disable the traffic generator.

Procedure Description

mux_o no ff_strin gto_args (s rc
_string, arg0,argf)

This procedure decomposes a model attribute of
lytrle "string" into one or two arguments of type
"double".

mux_ono ff_s che_nx_rele as e 0 This procedure schedules a self intem¡pt in a

random period of time in order to let the traffic
generator release an ongoing call and switch
back to the released state from the
connected state. The length of this random
period of time is an outcome of the call holding
time distribution which can be specified by the
"call holding time pdfl' and the "call holding
time odf arss" model attributes.

mu.x_onoLs che_nx_connect I This procedure schedules a self intem¡pt in a
random period time in order to let the traffic
generator make a new call and switch back to
the connected state from the released state.

The length of this random period of time is an

outcome of the call interarrival time distribution
which can be specified by the "call interarrival
time pdf' and the "call interarrival time args"
model attributes.

mux_o no Linvoke_child_p ro c
esses0

This procedure invokes a number of heavy-
tailed ON/OFF traffic sources. The number of
heavy-tailed ON/OFF traffic sources being
invoked by this process can be specified by the
"number of on/off sources" model attribute.
Each child process is assigned a process handle
¿rs an identification which is used in the
procedure



"mux_onoff_destroy_chi ld_proces ses 0" where
those child orocesses are destroved.

mux_onofldestroy_child_pro
cessesQ

This procedure destroys a number of heavy-
tailed ON/OFF traffic sources which were
invoked by the procedure
"mux onoff invoke child processes0".

mux-onoftcall-ssttp0 This procedure sends a forced remote intemrpt
to notify a neighboring CAC moduie that the
traffïc generator wants to make a call. It also
sends the traff,rc generator's process
identification, the call's PCR, SCR, and other
traffic parameters to the CAC module. Those
traffic parameters are used by the CAC module
to decide the acceptance of this call. The traffic
generator's process identification is used by the
CAC module to identify the call if the call is
accepted.

mr¡.x_onofische_nx_ca I l-setu
p0

This procedure schedules a self intemrpt in a

fixed period of time in order to let the traffic
generator to resend the last call serup request to
a neighboring CAC module when the last
request was rejected. The length of this fixed
period of time can be specified by the "call
setup interval" model attribute.

mlrx_onoflcall_release 0 This procedure sends a forced remote intemrpt
to notify the neighboring CAC module that the
traffic generator wants to release its call. It also
sends the traffic generator's process
identification to the CAC moduie so that the
CAC module can locate and deiete the record of
this call from a list of the connected calls.

mux_onoflpareto_dist (alpha,
beta)

This procedure produces a random outcome of a
Pareto distribution with two parâmeters: alpha
and beta. The first parameter alpha is the mean
of the outcome. The second parameter is the
shape Darameter of the Pareto distribution.
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Table 3-9. Procedure descriptions of the process model for multiplexing a number of
heavy-tailed ONiOFF traffic sources
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3.3.5.4 Process Model for Collecting And Analyzing Synthetic Traffic Traces

This section covers the process model for collecting and analyzing synthetic traffic traces.

The state transition diagram of the process model is shown in Figure 3-15. The process

model has 12 model attributes as listed in Figure 3-16 (a)-(b). Visual tests of the self-

similarity of collected synthetic traffic traces are based on a sequence of packet count

plots for five different time scales. The number of sample points in each packet count plot

can be specified by the "number of samples per time scale" model attribute. The unit of

each time scale can be specified by the "time unit" modei atribute with a corresponding

Roman number suffix. The sampling start time for the largest time scale, "time unit I',

can be specif,red by the "sampling start time". The sampling start time for each

subsequent time scale is a random outcome between the sampling starting time and the

sampling stop time of the previous time scales. The length of the traff,rc trace, which is

going to be collected, can be specified by the "traffic trace length" model attribute. Each

entry in the traffic trace is the number of packets generated in the smallest time unit, time

unit V. The process starts to collect a synthetic traffic trace at the time specified by the

"trace collecting sta¡t time" model attribute. The name of the traffic trace data file can be

specified by the "trace data file name" model attribute. For each time scale, a packet

count data file will be created, with a file name having the corresponding Roman number

suffix appended to a base file name. The base file name can be specified by the "pkcnt

base file name" model attribute. PCR of a synthetic traffic trace is estimated as the

maximum count of the number of packets generated per second. The counting process

starts at the time specified by the "PCR estimation sta¡t time" model attributes. The

process model has five states: three forced (init, arrival, and write-stat) and nvo
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unforced (idle and sim_end). They are described in Table 3-10. The process model has

3 ransition conditions which a¡e delineated in Table 3-11. No procedures are defined in

this process model.

Figure 3-15. State transition diagram of the process model for collecting and analyzing
synthetic traffic traces

i¡ËlAnrÈuÞs

AÈlri¡ut€ Na¡î6 TYPE llni!s DefaulÈ llalue

nun¡Ier of sanples per ti: integer 1000

Èine unit I double 100

tine uniè II double 3ec. 10

Ei:re üiÈ III double 9ec. 1-0

ti¡¡e mit rY double 9ec. 0.1

Eine unit V double 0.01

sanpling starts ¿ille double 9ec. 0.0

Èraffic Èrace }ength integer 41%3U4

NeEAtrË¡¡Þ

ll ^-_ll[ ""þ- I l- €.irp'"p.'{þ" I lc"*"' lt oK-l

Figure 3-16. (a) Model attributes 1-8 of the process model for collecting and analyzing
synthetic traffic traces
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lþêlAttrËuÞs

Àttribut€ Nane TyPe tnits DefaulÈ val-u¿

tiÌe uniU v double 0.01

sarnpling starÈ Ei-ne double 3ec - 0.0

traffic trace length integer t943M

Erace data file na¡¡e string Èrace. daÞ

trace coLlecÈi-ng start tir double 3ec. r,000

pkcnÈ base file na¡e string TU

PCR estination starÈ Èine double 3ec - 1, 000

HewAürËldE
:
ll ^-_lll--p"þÞ I f-edttp'"F"'1Þ" I I c'*"r ll oK-l

Figure 3-16. (b) Model attributes 6-12 of the process model for collecting and aaalyzing
synthetic traffic traces

State Descriptions
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State Description

init The process begins at this state where user-supplied model attribute
values are read and saved in corresponding state variables. Seven self
interrupts are scheduled in this state. Five of them are used to mark the
sampling start time of each time scale. The other two are used to mark
the start time for collecting a synthetic traffic trace and the start time for
counting the number of packets received per second, respectively. Six
data files are created and opened. Five of them are the packet count data
frles for each time scale. The other one is the traffic trace data file.

arrival This state is entered when a packet is received. The number of packets
received by this process is incremented by one. Related packet counters
are updated if the simulation time is in their corresponding sampling
time intervals.

write stat This state is entered when a self-intemrpt is received. If the seif interrupt
marks the sampling start time of a time scale, several counters for this
time scale are initialized and a self intemrpt is scheduled in the unit of
this time scale to mark the end of the fust sample time interval for this
time scale. If the self intemrpt marks the end of a sample time interval
of a time scale and the number of packet count samples for this time
scale is less than the value specified by the "number of samples per time
scale" model atfibute, several counters for this time scale are updated,
and the packet count is saved into the corresponding packet count data
file, and a self intemrpt is scheduled in the unit of this time scale to
mark the end of another sample time interval for this time scale. If the



self interrupt marks the start time for collecting a synthetic traffic trace,
several counters for the synthetic traff,ic trace are initialized and a self
intemrpt is scheduled in the smallest time unit, time unit V, to mark the
end of the first traffic trace sample time interval. If the self intemrpt
marks the end of a traffic trace sample time interval and the lengfh of the
traffic trace is less than the value specified by the "traffic trace length"
model attribute, several counters for the synthetic traffic trace are

updated, and the packet count is saved into the traffic trace data file, and
a self intemrpt is scheduled in the smallest time unit, time unit V, to
mark the end of another traffic trace sample time interval. If the self
intemrpt marks the start time for counting the number of packets

received per second, several counters for estimating the PCR and SCR
of the synthetic traffic trace are initialized and a self intemrpt is
scheduled in 1 second to ma¡k the end of the first "packet count per
second" sample time interval. If the self intem¡pt marks the end of a
"packet count per second" sample time interval, several counters for
estimating the PCR and SCR of the synthetic traffic trace are updated,
and a self intemrpt is scheduled in 1 second to mark the end of another
"Dacket count Der second" sample time interval.

idle This state is entered right after the process completes all the actions at

one of the forced states. The process rests in this state and waits to be
invoked asain.

sim_end This state is entered just before the end of the simulation. The peak cell
rate and the average cell rate of the synthetic traffic trace are estimated
and printed out to the standard output.

Chapter 3 Generating ATM traffic

Table 3-10. State descriptions of the process model for collecting and analyzing synthetic
traffic ffaces

Transition Condition Descriptions

Table 3-11. Transition condition descriptions of the process model for collecting and

arraly zing synthetic tra.ff ic trac e s
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Transition Condition Description

ARRTVAL A packet is received bv ttris process.

TIME OUT A self intem¡ot is received.

SIMUI.ATION END The simulation is either completed or stopped by the user.
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3.3.5.5 Effects of Some Model Attributes of the Self-Simitar Traffic Generator on
the Hurst Parameters of Collected Synthetic Self-Similar Traffic Traces

In this section, we study the effects of some model attributes of the self-similar traffic

generator on the Hurst parameters of collected synthetic self-similar traffic traces. Those

model attributes include the variability of the ON/OFF periods of each individual heavy-

tailed ON/OFF source, the number of heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources being multiplexed,

and the utilization of each individual heavy-tailed ON/Of'p source. The utilization of each

individual heavy-tailed ON/OFF traffic source, p, is defined as the fraction of time that

the traff,rc source is at the ON state. If the "active/idle support" model attribute is enabled

for each individual traffic source, p is calculated as:

E(active) E(on)

't= E(orrir")*E(idlr)^ ,{on¡* '

where E(active) is the average length of an active period, E(idle) is the average length of

an idle period, E(on) is the average length of an on period, and E(offi is the average lengh

of an offperiod.

If the "active/idle support" model attribute is disabled for each individual traffic source, p

is calculated as:

E(on)
P= E(on)+ E(ofr)'

The average cell rate of the self-similar traffic, which is the result of multiplexing a

number of heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources, can be obtained as:

68
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where SCR,", is the average cell rate of the self-similar traffic, Nono¡is the number of

heavy-tailed ON/OF sources being multiplexed, Ra,teo,is the cell generation rate at the

ON state of each individual heavy-tailed ON/Oftr source.

3.3.5.5.L Effect of the Variabilify of the ON/OFF Periods of Each Individual
Heavy-Tailed ON/OFF Source

As discussed in Chapter two, the variability of the ON (or OFF) periods of each

individual heavy-tailed ON/OFF source is controlled by the shape parameter Ã (or þr)

of the corresponding Pareto distribution. The closer the shape parameter gets to 1, the

higher the variability of a finite sample set of those periods. Figure 3-17 is obtained by

varying the variability of the ON/OFF periods of each individual uaffic soì.rce when the

number of traffic sources and the utilization of each individual traffic source a¡e f,rxed.

The figure indicates that the Hurst parameter of a synthetic traffic traces produced by the

self-similar traffic generator decreases as the variability of both ONiOFF periods

decreases.
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Figure 3-17. Variability of the ON/Off periods of each individual heavy-tailed ON/OFF
source vs. Hurst parameter
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3.3.5.5.2 Effect of the Number of Heavy-Tailed ON/OFF Sources Being
Multiplexed

Effect of the number of heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources being multiplexed on the Hurst

parameters of collected synthetic traff,ic traces is studied in two cases. In the fÏrst case, the

cell generation rate at the ON state of each individual heavy-tailed ON/OFF source is

f,rxed. As a result, the average cell rate of the self-similar traffic increases as the number

of heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources increases. In the second case, the average cell rate of the

self-simila¡ traffic is fixed. As a result, the cell generaúon rate at the ON state of each

individual heavy-tailed ON/OFF source decreases as the number of heavy+ailed traffic

sources increases. hr both cases, the variabiliry and utilization of each individual heavy-

tailed ONiOFF source are fixed. Results from both cases indicate that the number of

heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources has no significant effect on the Hurst parameters of

collected synthetic traffic traces as shown in Figure 3-18(a) and Figure 3-18(b).
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Figure 3-18 (a). Number of heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources vs. Hurst parameter where the
cell generation rate at the ON state of each individual source is fixed
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Variance Time Plot

^.--a
I/ = 0.5
Number of On/Off sources = I00; H = 0.8C423
Number of On/Off sources = 75: H = 0.76147
Numberof Or/Off sources - 50: H--0.77917
Number of On/Off sources = 25: H = 0.7893

loe;(m)

Figure 3-18 (b). Number of heavytailed ON/OFF sources vs. Hurst parameter where the
average cell rate of the self-similar traffic is fixed

3.3.5.5.3 Effect of the Utilization of Each Individual Heavy-Tailed ON/OFF Source

Results presented here are obtained by disabling the "active/idle support" model attribute

for each individual heavy-tailed ON/OFF source. The effect of the utilization of each

individual heavy-tailed ON/OFF source on the Hurst parameters of collected synthetic

traffic ffaces is studied in two cases. In the first case, the cell generation rate at the ON

state of each individual heavy+ailed traffic source is fixed. As a result, the average cell

rate of the self-similar traffic increases as the utilization of each individual heavy+ailed

traffic source increases. In the second case, the average cell rate of the self-simila¡ traffic

is fixed. As a result, the cell generation rate at the ON state of each individuai heavy-

tailed traffic source decreases as the utilization of each individual heavy-tailed traffïc

source increases. kr both cases, the number of heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources being

multiplexed and the variability of each individual source are fixed. Results from the first

case indicate that the utilization of each individual heavy-tailed ON/OFF source has no
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significant effect on the Hurst par¿rmeters of collected synthetic traffîc traces produced as

shown in Figure 3-19 (a). Results from.the second case indicate that the Hurst parameters

of collected synthetic traffic traces generally decreases as the utilization of each

individual heavy-tailed ON/Ofp source decreases as shown in Figure 3-19 (b).

Variance Time PIot

=
H =0.5
Utilization = 20Vo; H = O.8U215
Utilization = l5Vo; H = O.73547
Utilization = lÙVo; H = 0.77917
Utilization= SVo; H =O.81649

\'.
- 

\t\\.
\ \';

loq(m)

Figure 3-19 (a). Utilization of each individual heavy-tailed ON/OFF source vs. Hurst
parameter where the cell generation rate at the ON state of each individual source is fixed

loq(m)

Figure 3-19 (b). Utilization of each individual heavy+ailed ON/OFF source vs. Hurst
p¿u¿ìmeter where the average cell rate of the self-similar traffic is fixed
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3.4 SUMMARY

kr this chapter, the implementations of a generalized traditional traffic generator and a

self-similar traffic generator as process models in OPNET are described. They can be

used to generate ATM cells as well as packets of various formats. They also have the call

setup and release capabilities and can be used directly in performance evaluations of

ATM traffic control schemes. Visual tests are performed on the generated self-simila¡

traces and Hurst parameter a¡e estimated using variance time plots. The impacts of

different attributes of the self-similar traffic generator on the Hurst parameter of collected

synthetic traffic traces are also investigated. It is found that the Hurst parameter of

collected synthetic traffic traces produced by the self-similar traff,rc generator decreases as

the variabiliry of both ON/OFF periods decreases. Results from both cases indicate that

the number of heavy-tailed ON/OFF sources has no significant effect on the Hurst

parameters of collected synthetic traffic traces. Results from the first case indicate that the

utilization of each individual heavy-tailed ONiOFF source has no significant effect on the

Hurst parameters of collected synthetic traffic traces produced as shown in Figure 3-19

(a). Results from the second case indicate that the Hurst parameters of collected synthetic

traff,ic traces generally decreases as the utilization of each individual heavytailed

ON/OFF source decreases.
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LITERATURE REVIEW ON CAC SCHEMES

CLR, maximum CTD, and peak-to-peak CDV are often adopted as measures of QoS for ATM

services. Maximum CTD and peak-to-peak CDV can usually be controlled within a desired

bound by engineering the buffer sizes in ATM switches [SAIT94]. Therefore, most CAC

schemes found in the literature focus on fulfilling the CLR QoS requirement. Some of the most

important features of the ATM technology a¡e to support various types of services, to utilize

network resources efficiently via statistical multiplexing, and to minimize the processing time at

each switch in order to provide a very high data rate. As an indispensable component of the ATM

technology, a CAC scheme should also keep all these valuable features. The objectives of a CAC

scheme can be summarized as follows:

l. Robustness: The characteristics of a trafFlc source usually ca¡not be fully described by a set of

traffic parameters. Traffic sources with the same traffrc parameter values may have different
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impacts on the ATM networks. However, CAC decisions have to be made under the condition

that only traffic parameter values are given. Therefore, CAC schemes should be designed to

achieve the predefined QoS requirements under any possible traffic circumstances, ¿rs long as

each traffic source complies with its declared traffic parameter values.

2. Simplicity: As in the traditional telephone networks, call setup requests may arrive in high

density in ATM networks. CAC decisions have to be made quickly. Therefore, CAC schemes

should be designed to be simple enough to operate in real-time.

3. Efficiency: Protecting the network from congestion is the basic requirement of a CAC

scheme. The force behind intensive resea¡ch on CAC schemes is to use network resources

efficiently. CAC schemes should be designed to accept as many calls as possible without

violating the more important objective of robustness.

4. Flexibiliry: Unlike traditional dedicated networks, ATM networks have calls of various traffic

types. CAC schemes should be able to operate on a fundamental set of traffic parameters

regardless of the traffic type of each call. This allows CAC schemes to operate on calls of new

traffic types, as well as calls of existing traffic types, as long as calls of new traffic types are

described by the same set of traffic parameters.

A substantial number of CAC schemes have been proposed in the literature. However, None

of them can simuitaneously achieve all those somewhat conflicting objectives mentioned above.

In this chapter, some of these schemes are reviewed.
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4.I PEAK BANDWIDTH RESERVATION

The simplest and most robust method to limit the CLR is to reserve the peak bandwidth for each

connection. A new call is only admitted if the sum of the peak cell rates of all existing

connections, and that of the new call, is not greater than the capacity of the output link. This

guarantees that congestion and cell loss will never occur. However, for bursty traffic sources, this

scheme makes inefficient use of the output link since statistical multiplexing is not exploited.

This scheme also relies on users having accurate PCR specifications. Even more bandwidth may

be wasted if users over-specify this traffic parameter. The peak bandwidth reservation CAC

scheme is considered only as a lower bound for other CAC schemes aiming to achieve higher

output link utilization[TRAN92].

4.2 EFFECTTVE BAND\ryIDTH RESERYATION

The concept of effective bandwidth was first proposed in [GUER9I], where expressions for the

effective bandwidth of ON/OFF sources were given. Different expressions for the effective

bandwidth of ON/OFF sources were documented in [COST94]. Expressions of the effective

bandwidth of general Markovian traffic sources, including MMFP and MMPP, can be found in

[ELWA93] and [I(ESI93]. An overview on effective bandwidth using the theory of large

deviations was provided in [CHAN95], where a caiculus of effective bandwidth related

operations was introduced. Effective bandwidth of leaky-bucket regulated VBR traffic sources

was studied in [ELWA95]. Expressions of the effective bandwidth of MMFP sources with

multiple CLR QoS requirements were obtained in [KULK95]. Estimating the effective

bandwidth of VBR traffïc sources using neural networks rrvas suggested in [YOUS97]. An
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effective bandwidth approach for CAC was reported in [FAN96], where aggregate traff,rc was

approximated by a two state MMPP. The drawback of CAC schemes using effective bandwidth

in some situations was discussed in [CHOU96].

4.2.L Concept of Effective Band\üidth

The concept of effective bandwidth comes naturally from the fact that it is far too conservative to

reserye peak bandwidth for each connection, and it is far too optimistic to reserve average

bandwidth for each connection. The idea is to assign each connection an effective bandwidth

whose value is between its peak and average bandwidth. The CLR QoS requirements of all

connections are satisfied as long as the sum of the effective bandwidths of all accepted

connections is not greater than the capacity of the output link [GUER9l]. The effective

bandwidth of each connection depends on the connection's characteristics, the connection's CLR

QoS requirement, the capacity of the output link, and size of the output buffer.

4.2.2 Effective Bandwidth of Markovian Traffic Sources

ON/OFF Sources

An expression for the effective bandwidth of an ON/OFF source was given in [GUER9l]. Each

ON/Off' source is cha¡acterized by three parameters: peak cell rate Ro"oo, utilization (the

fraction of time that the source is active) p, au.td mean duration of the active period b. Consider

that such an ON/OFF source is feeding a finite capacity queue with a constant service rate c

(c 1Ro**). Let Kbe the buffer size. The buffer overflow probability is found to be of the form:
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€ = P. *o[-
b(I- p)(R,""* - c)c )'

PR,,
Ðt peak

wherc P =
(c - pR *, ) + ep(R o"* - c)

(r- p)c

The service rate, or the effective bandwidth of an ON/Of'p source, needed to achieve a given

buffer overflow probability or CLR QoS requirement €, can be found by inverting the above

equation. However, no closed form soiution can be obtained. A natural simplification is to

approximate þ by I (þis always less than 1. Since e <l,P <
(c - pRo"o*)+ p(Ro"* - c)

= 1). An(r- p)c

upper bound of the effective bandwidth of an ON/OFF source is then given as:

^ 
_ cù(t- p)R!""* - K + 

"tWO- 
p)Ro** - Kl' + 4Kúp(1- p)R.,",*

zab(t- p) '

where a =ln(l I e) .

The above expression is obtained from the assumption that the ONiOFF periods of an ON/OFF

source are exponentially distributed. For ON/OFF sources with generally distributed ON or OFF

periods, a two moment matching technique is used to map the flrst and second moments of a

generally distributed ON/OHF period into the first moment of an equivalent, exponentially

distributed ON/OFF period.

The aggregate effective bandwidth of a number of multiplexed ON/OFF sources is computed

from the combination of two different approximations. The f,rrst approximation works when the

number of sources is small or when the effect of statistical multiplexing is small. In this case, the

aggregate effective bandwidth of i/multiplexed ON/OFF sources is given as :
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where ô, is the effective bandwidth of source i, I< i< N .

The second approximation is more accurate when the effect of statistical multiplexing is of

significance. In this case, the aggegate effective bandwidth of N multiplexed ON/Off' sources is

given as:

Ôs = m* d'o,

where m is the aggregate mean cell rate ( *=>:=rm,), and. o is the standard deviation of the

ag$egatecell rate (o' =Li=r"Î = >:, m¡(Rp"o*,i - m,)), and q' = 
^l-21¡4$-1¡¡ç2v¡

As both situations are typically exclusive, the two approximations complement each other

and can be combined to produce relatively accurate estimation of the aggegate effective

bandwidth of a number of multiplexed ON/OFF sources. The aggregate effective bandwidttr ô is

taken to be the minimum of ô, *d Cr. That is:

C = min(Cr, Cs )

MMFP and MMPP Sources

Expressions of the effective bandwidth of MMFP and MMPP sources were derived in

[ELV/A93] based on the theory of large deviations. Each MMFP or MMPP source is

characterized by two matrices, the infinitesimal generator of a controlling Markov chain Q and

the cell generation rate (or density) matrix À. The effective bandwidth of an MMFP source is

found to be the maximum real eigenvalue of the matrix 
^ 

-+p, where e =ur4) t K . Aclosbd
ç

form for the effective bandwidth of a two-state MMFP source is given as:
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*(,,0

The effective bandwidth of an MMPP source is found to be the maximum real eigenvaiue of the

11
matrix , .À + 

- 
Q. A closed form for the effective bandwidth of a two-state MMPP sourceee 1- e

is given as:

!Î 4.-4 *Q,., 
* Q,.,1., ) Ø)tlaT*--l-r 1.117-- 1-,c I -1r" - eççt-e'¡ ) )

4.2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages

The major advantage of a CAC scheme using effective bandwidth reservation is its

computational simplicity resulting from the additive nature of effective bandwidth. This

simplicity enables it to operate in real time. It is also quite robust. In most cases, it outperforms

other CAC schemes found in the literature.

The major disadvantage of a CAC scheme using effective bandwidth is its poor flexibility.

Such a CAC scheme relies on users to specify the traffic model for each call. Different traffic

models require different traffic parameters and have different formulae for calculating the

effecúve bandwidth. Furthermore, the additive feature of effective bandwidth corresponds to

ignoring the effect of statistical multiplexing and thus, results in low efficiency when statistical

multiplexing is signif,rcant. In fact, as pointed out in [CHOU96], the aggregate effective

bandwidth is overestimated when there are many sources that a¡e more bursty than a Poissòn

source. In some cases, the performance of this CAC scheme can be worse than that of the CAC
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scheme using peak bandwidth reservation. The aggegate effective bandwidth can also be

underestimated when there a¡e many sources that are less bursty than a Poisson source.

4.3 BUFFERLESS FLUID FLOW MODEL AND VIRTUAL
CBLL LOSS PROBABILITY

Decomposition of congestion was first introduced in [HUI88]. A bufferless fluid flow model was

proposed in UACO9OI. Virrual cell loss probability was given under the buffer fluid flow model

in [MURA9l] to approximate the actual CLR. A fast implementation of the CAC scheme based

on the bufferless fluid flow model and the virtual cell loss probability can be found in pEE96l,

where each traffic source is characterizedby two traffic parameters, PCR and SCR.

4.3.1 Decomposition of Congestion and the Bufferless Fluid Flow Model

Congestion can be decomposed into two levels: cell-level and burst-level [HIIII[KEY95]. Cell-

level congestion is caused by simultaneous cell a:rivals from different traff,rc sources at the same

output buffer of an output link. Burst-level congestion is caused by the variations of aggregate

cell generation rate of all active traffic sources. Moderate sized cell-scale ouþut buffers are

effective in coping with the cell-level congestion. As the cell-scale output buffer size increases

linearly, the buffer overflow probability associated with the cell-level congestion decreases

exponentially. However, the buffer overflow probability associated with the burst-level

congestion decreases much more slowly when the burst-scale buffer size is increased linearly. A

great amount of extra buffering is then needed to cope with the burst-level congestion, which

may result in large cell delay. Therefore, only cell-level ouþut buffers a¡e used in ATM

switches, and CAC schemes are needed to prevent the burst-level congestion. A bufferless fluid
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flow model was proposed in IJACO9O] to study the burst-level congestion. Under the bufferless

fluid flow model, cell loss due to buffer overflow occurs if and only if the sum of the cell arrival

rates of all active connections exceeds the output link capacity C.

4.3.2 Virtual CelI Loss Probability

Virrual cell loss probability was introduced in [MURA9l] under the bufferless fluid flow model

to approximate the actuai CLR. Each traffic source is assumed to be an ON/OFF source, and is

cha¡acterized by two parameters: PCR and SCR. Suppose that there are N existing connections.

Let MAX1and AVGidenote the PCR and the SCR of connection ¿, I < i < N. f ,(x) represents the

probability density function of the traffic generated by connection f, i.e.,

I evc¡. x=MAX.I MAX.
Í¡(x) = 1 evc.

l1- :-:,:', -T=0.I MM,
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All connections a¡e assumed to be independent of each other. The density

aggregate traffic generated by the N existing connections, denoted by q(x),

convolution of fi ,fr,-.-, and -f, ,i.e., q(x) =(./,* fr*..-*"frX¡).

I-et ET denote the expected excess traffic úrd e represent the traffic load. The

probability Pu under the bufferless fluid flow model is defined as:

^where ET =Icr- c).q(x) aîd ç-\nvc, .

i=l

function of

is equal to

virfual cell loss

the

the

ET
P7) =-,

ç
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4.3.3 A Fast Implementation

A fast implementation of the CAC scheme based on the bufferless fluid flow model and the

virtual cell loss probability can be found in [LEE96]. A basic data rate p is selected so that the

output link capacity C is an integral multiple of p . Assume that the PCR of each connection is

also an integral multiple of p.The density function, f ,G), of a traffic source, i, whose PCR

equals j times the basic data rate p cút be expressed as:

I wc,I -;.*, k= j
f,(k)=l *Îi¿,

l1---.:-, k=0.
I MM,

Define I(m) as follows:

r(m)= Ë,0 -m)q(k).
k=m+l

I(m) represents the expected excess traff,rc when the output link capacity is mtimes the basic data

rate lJ under the bufferless fluid flow model, and I(0) is equal to the traffic load, ç. Moreover,

the virtual cell loss probability is given by I(C)/I(O).

Suppose there are N existing connections and a call setup request with PCR MAX¡t+r and

SCR AVGy+1 arrives. l-et î@) denote the updated value of I(m) assuming that the call setup

request is accepted. Î@) can be obtained as follows:

îç*¡=ICr - m)* q* f *u&)
k
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1,, _ or" *., ,, AvG *., _ . MAX 
^,, 
, . _ MAx u-,

_l' MAXN*t"(m)* MAx;u-¡ttt-m)+ /(0)l' *tff
- I AVGN*\ , -. AVGN*| MAX N*t MAX N*t 

'

I \r ----- trtt77, -r---------:- r\ni--), 7n> 

-

t MAX N*t' ' ' MAX ¡v*t ' p p

Since I(m)=/(0)- m for m10, Îç*¡ canbe rewritten as:

î ç*¡ = f **,(0)I (m) + -f"*, çMM r *, 
¡I (m - MM r*, ¡,

where Î10¡ = /(o) + AVGN*1.

The initial value of I(m) when N = 0 is zero for all m.The call setup request is accepted and the

values of I(m), 0<m3C, ateupdated if Î {)tÎfO>(r, where ¿ is apredetermined CLR

QoS requirement. The call setup request is denied and the values of I(m), 0<m(C, are not

updated iÎ Î(qtÎO>>e. When a connection i with parameters MÆ(¡ and AVG¡ finishes,

I(m),01m1 C, cart be updated recursively as follows:

^1r^rI(m)= -^ lI(m)- f,(MM,)I(m- ¡4,1,X,)),
/'(0),-

where Î10¡ = 1(o)- AVG..

4.3.4 Advantages and Disadvantages

The major advantage of CAC based on the bufferless fluid flow model and virnral cell loss

probability is its computational simplicity. This CAC scheme is able to operate in real-time as

long as the values of I(m), 0< m ( C, a¡e stored, which requires only a constant memory size. To

make an accept/reject decision, the CAC scheme only needs to perforrn mro multiplications to get

ÎG), and one division to get ÎfC>tÎ(O). fo update the I(m), 0<m(C, the CAC scheme
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needs to perform a total of 2(C+I) multiplications. The CAC scheme is flexible since only two

traffic parameters, PCR and SCR, are required for each call. The CAC scheme is also quite

robust.

The major disadvantage of this CAC scheme is its possible low efficiency due to

overestimating the actual CLR. Overestimating the CLR results from the assumptions that no

buffer is used and that each traffic source is an ON/OFF source. It is necessafy to point out that

the ON/OFF source is not the "worst-case" traffic that complies with the traffic descriptor in

some situations [DOSH93].

4.4 NEURAL NET\ryORK TRAINED BY THE VIRTUAL
OUTPUT BUFFER METHOD

The use of neural networks for CAC in ATM networks was first proposed in [HIRA9O]. Several

neural network architectures for CAC were given in [TRAN9Z} Two training techniques, called

relative target method and virtual output buffer method, for neural networks with applications in

CAC were introduced in [HIRA94] and [HIRA95]. A CAC scheme based on a neural network

was studied in [YOUS97], where the neural network was used to calculate the effective

bandwidth of calls of different classes. A good textbook on the subject of neural network is

lFREEg2l.

4.4.1 Neural Network

Neural networks have recently received great attention from many resea¡chers for their potential

applications in ATM traffic control. A neural network approach for CAC has several advantages.

One of the them is the learning and adaptive capabilities of a neural network which enable it to
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support new services and to maximize statistical multipiexing gain transparentiy. Second, in

contrast to the conventional mathematical approaches, neither explicit traffic models nor an

accurate modeling of the system are needed. Third, the parallel structure of neural networks can

be exploited in hardware implementations to achieve short response times.

Different types of neural networks can be found in the literature. The most commonly used

fype is called the multi-layer perception neural network. It is generally a multiple-input, multiple-

output, non-linear mapping mechanism. It can learn an unknown non-linea¡ input-output

relationship from a set of examples. It consists of many neurons connected to each other. Each

neuron is a multiple-input, single-output, non-linear circuit. The connection strengths between

neurons are called weights. The non-linear, input-output relationship can be approximated by

changing the set of weight values in the multiJayer perception neural network. The most widely

used algorithm to adjust weight vectors according to the difference between the actual ouþut and

the target output is called back-propagation. A typical structure of a multi-layer perception neural

network trained by the back-propagation algorithm is depicted in Figure 4-1.

Hidden layer

Figure 4-1. A typical structure of a multi-layer perception neural network trained by the back-
propagation algorithm
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4.4.2 Virtual Output Buffer Method

Call classification is used in CAC schemes based on neural networks. Each connection is

categorized into one of k call classes according to the traffic parameter values declared in its call

setup request. All connections in the same class are assumed to have almost the same cell

generation characteristics. The status of an ATM switch, ñ, managed by a neural network based

CAC scheme is def,rned as:

ñ = (nt,ft2,...,flp) ,

where n, denotes the number of connections of class i, i = I,2,. . .k.

One major difficulry faced by neural network based CAC schemes is how to sample the

output buffer CLR at each possible switch status when the switch status is always changing. CLR

QoS requirements are usually extremely small. When CLR QoS is well maintained, it is

necessary to take very long times (maþe hours) to have a reasonably accurate CLR observation,

which is not even practical during simulations. To overcome this problem, the virrual output

buffer method was proposed in [HIRA94][HIRA95]. This method estimates the very small CLR

at the physicai output buffer from the CLR observations from a set of virrual output buffers. The

basic idea of the virtr¡al output buffer method is that parallel to the physical output link

associated with an output buffer, there are a set of imaginary output links with their respective

virtual buffers. The cell arrival process and the size of those virtual buffers a¡e the same as those

of the physical output buffer. However, the capacity of those imaginary output links are much

less than that of the physical output link. Therefore, the CLR at each virrual buffer can be much

higher than that of the physical output buffer. This enables the CLRs at those vi¡rual output

buffers to be observed in very a short period of time. The accuracy of the observed CLRs is also
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improved. Each virtual output buffer can be implemented as a set of counters that count the

buffer size, as well as the number of arriving, waiting and lost cells.

The observed CLRs at those virtual output buffers are stored in a pattern table with the

imaginary output link capacities and the switch status at that time. By extrapolating the CLRs

from those virtual buffers at certain status ñ, it is easy to derive the minimum bandwidth vo

needed to achieve a predefined CLR QoS requirement e. See Figxe 4-2.

LiDk caÞacity

Figure 4-2. Minimum bandwidth needed to achieve the CLR QoS requirement tat switch status

n

A multi-layer perception neural network is trained by the back propagation algorithm using

the data from the pattern table to learn a non-linear capacity/ClR relationship for each switch

status. The surface created by the neurai network is called the CLR estimation surface. For

inexperienced switch status, some other extrapolation algorithms are required to extrapolate the

surface.

A CAC scheme based on a neural network trained by the virtual ouþut buffer method is

given in [HIRA94] and [HIRA95]. It works as follows. Suppose that the switch status before a

new call setup request of class j arrives is ñ= (n,nr,---,flk).The minimum bandwidth, vo,
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needed to achieve the CLR QoS requhement 8, at the new switch status,

ñ* = (nr.nr....,n¡+t..--,nt), is estimated by the neural network. The result is then compared to the

output link capacíty C. The cail setup request is accepted if vo(ñ.')<C, or rejected if

vo(ñ* )> C . The operation of the CAC scheme based on a neural network trained by the virtual

output buffer method is illustrated in Figure 4-3.

CeIl. arrival physical ouEpuÈ
certs deEeqtor-'-il;;.;----g

CaIl admission concroL

cel.L arrival prl". d &/"

VirÈual ouÈpuÈ buffels

Figure 4-3. A CAC scheme based on a neural network trained by the virn¡al output buffer method

4.4.3 Advantages and Disadvantages

The major advantage of the CAC scheme based on a neural network trained by the virtual output

buffer method is its flexibility. New services can be supported by adding addiúonal classes and

training the neural network for new switch status. Once the neural network is properly trained,

CAC decisions can be made in real-time. The efficiency of this CAC scheme is expected to be

high since no worst-case cell arrival process is assumed and the effect of statistical multiplexing

can be fully exploited by the neural network. Robustness of this CAC scheme can be achieved by
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training the neural network to estimate the upper bound of the minimum bandwidth needed to

achieve the predefined CLR QoS requirement.

The major disadvantage of this CAC scheme is that it may require huge memory storage if

the switch status space is large. The implementation of this CAC scheme is also quite difficult

since the number of layers in the neural network, and the number of neurons in each layer have to

be selected by intensive simulations and comparisons. Various traffic models are also needed to

train the neural network off-line before any on-line operations.

4.5 OTIIER CAC SCIIEMES

A decision-theoretic approach for CAC was proposed in [KEY95] and [GIBB95]. Each traffic

source is characterized by its PCR and CDVT. Acceptance decisions are based on whether the

current traffic load is less than a pre-calculated threshold, and Bayesian decision theory provides

the framework for the choice of the threshold.

An upper bound of the cell loss probability was given in [SAIT91], [SAIT92] and [SAIT94],

where a dynamic CAC scheme based on comparing the upper bound of the CLR after the

acceptance of a new call to the CLR QoS requirement was proposed. The traffic parameters

specified by users are the maximum and average number of cells arriving during a fixed time

interval. The fixed interval was set to be a half of the maximum delay in a buffer. For other upper

bounds on the cell loss probability, see [RASM91].

Relationship between the CLR and the output buffer size can be found in lTlU96l. For

systems with general Markovian traffic sources, queuing analyses indicate that there exists a

linea¡ relationship between the logarithm of the cell loss probability and the buffer size. That is:
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In(C¿R) --a,- þB,where B is buffer size, a, and þ are both positive constants. For systems

with self-similar trafhc sources, extensive simulation suggests that this linear relationship no

longer exists. Instead, buffer size and In(Cl,R) results in the following relationship:

ln(CLR)- -sBP, where a and, þ *" both constants. A CLR QoS violation detection scheme

based on the above relationship was proposed in lTIU96l, where linear regression is used to

extrapolate the CLR at the physical buffer from the CLRs observed at a set of pseudo-buffers

with much smaller buffer sizes.

Several queuing models have been studied in order to find the cell loss probability. kr

[BAIO91], the aggregate cell a:rival process is approximated by a two state MMPP and the

system is treated as a MMPP/D/\/K queue. h [YANG95f, a MMFP is used to approximate the

aggregate cell arrival process, and the system is studied as a MMFPID/IÆ( queue.

CAC based onfazzy inference was studied in [UEHA97], where CAC decisions are made by

comparing the upper bound of the CLR after accepting a new connection to the CLR QoS

requirement. The upper bound of the CLR is obtained from a CLR distribution estimated by a

luzzy inference scheme.

A review on CAC schemes was conducted in [PERR96].
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CIIAPTER FTVE

A NEW CAC SCHEME

h this chapter, two different approaches to design CAC schemes are discussed. The frst

approach is based on estimating the CLR after the acceptance of a new call. The second

approach is based on estimating the available bandwidth of an output link. A new CAC

scheme using the second approach is developed. The new CAC scheme and two other

CAC schemes are implemented as process models in OPNET. This chapter is organized

as follows. Section 5.1 discusses the problems faced by CAC schemes using the first

approach. Section 5.2 explains why designing CAC schemes using the second approach

may be a better approach. Section 5.3 presents the new CAC scheme based on the second

approach. Both the advantages and the possible weaknesses of this new CAC scheme are

addressed. Section 5.4 gives the details of the implementation of this new CAC scheme.

The implementations of two other CAC schemes, peak bandwidth reservation and
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effective bandwidth reservation, are also provided in this section. Section 5.6 summarizes

this chapter.

5.1. PROBLEMS FACED BY CAC SCIIEMES BASED ON
ESTIMATING TIIE CLR AFTER THE ACCEPTANCE
OF A NEW CALL

Except for CAC schemes using peak bandwidth reservation and effective bandwidth

reservation, almost all other CAC schemes found in the literature are based on the

approach of estimating the CLR after the acceptance of a new call. A call setup request is

accepted if and only if the estimated CLR is less than a predefined CLR QoS requirement.

A lot of effort has been put into designing CAC schemes using this approach. However,

the performance of those CAC schemes is far from satisfying. There are several major

problems faced by CAC schemes using this approach. They are summarized as follows:

L CLR is rather a statistical properry than a deterministic property. At any time point,

CLR is a va¡iable with certain distribution and not a deterministic number. A one-time

CLR observation less than the CLR QoS requirement does not necessarily mean that

congestion is not on its way. Buffer occupancy could have been statistically increasing

and a wrong decision can cause severe cell losses. Experience shows that cell losses

either do not occur or occur in bursts. Therefore, CLR observations a¡e either much

less than the CLR QoS requirement or much higher than the CLR QoS requirement. In

most cases, CLR does not deteriorate gradually. AII this suggests that designing CAC

schemes based on this approach may not be such a good idea.
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2. No estimation can be pedect. One can imagine the difficulty of estimating such an

extremely small floating number like the CLR. A smail absolute error can result in a

very large relative error. One way to estimate the CLR is to derive the buffer overflow

probability from some queuing models. Those models often have assumptions on the

traff,rc arrival processes, which are not necessarily true. Another way to estimate the

CLR is to introduce a set of pseudo buffers, either have much smaller buffer sizes, or

much smaller service rates than those of the physical buffer. The CLRs associated with

those pseudo buffers are usually much higher than that of the physical buffer and they

can be observed in less time. The CLR associated with the physical buffer is then

estimated by fitting and extrapolating a curve though the CLR observations from those

pseudo buffers. There is no doubt that estimating the CLR from both ways could

introduce some kind of error. Either an underestimation or an overestimation of the

CLR can cause severe consequences. An underestimation of CLR may cause a CAC

scheme to accept more calls than the output link can handle and thus results in severe

ceil losses and degraded QoS. This violates the role of a CAC scheme and almost all

CAC schemes based on queuing modeis try to avoid it by considering the worst-case

cell arrival process which result in an inevitable overestimation of the CLR. An

overestimation of the CLR could cause a low output link utilization. In some cases, the

output link utilization achieved by CAC schemes using this approach could be even

lower than that achieved by the CAC scheme using peak bandwidth reservation.

3. Estimating the CLR usually takes a relatively large amount of time, resulting from

either intensive computation associated with those very complex queuing models, or

from the necessary observation time associated with those pseudo buffers. Atl CAC
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schemes have to be capable of operating in real-time. However, most CAC schemes

using this approach fail to meet this requirement.

5.2 A DIFFERENT APPROACH

CAC schemes can be designed using a different approach which avoids estimating the

CLR completely. In this approach, CLR QoS requirement is satisfied by not allowing any

cell loss at any time. The maximum extra traffic load, which could be added to the

existing traffic load without causing any cell loss, is estimated and referred as the

available bandwidth of an output link. A new call setup request is accepted if and only if

its peak bandwidth is less than the available bandwidth. It is easy to jump to the

conclusion that this approach could decrease the output link utilization significantly since

it tries to offer a perfect, no cell loss service. However, the impact on the output link

utilization by not allowing any cell loss is actually negligible. Intuitively, the difference

between the traffic load that causes one cell loss in one billion cells and the maximum

traffic load that causes no cell loss in one billion cells is just a cell. Peak bandwidth

reservation and effective bandwidth reservation are the two most popular CAC schemes.

Both of them are not based on estimating the CLR after the acceptance of a new call.

CAC schemes based on estimating the available bandwidth of an output link have at least

the following advantages over those based on estimating the CLR after the acceptance of

a new call.

1. The available bandwidth of an ouþut link is rather a deterministic property than a

statistical property. At any time point, the available bandwidth is a deterministic
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number and not a variable with a certain distribution. Also, available bandwidth is not

a small number. A small absolute error will not result in a very large relative error.

Estimation accuracy can be dramatically improved. Therefore, estimating the available

bandwidth is much easier than estimating the CLR.

2. CAC decisions can be made easily. Once an estimation of the available bandwidth is

made, a new call request can be accepted or rejected just by comparing its peak

bandwidth to the available bandwidth. This simplicity enables CAC schemes based on

estimating the available bandwidth to meet the real-time requirement.

3. No assumptions on the t¡res of each traffic source are needed. This avoids assuming a

worst-case traffic a¡rival process and therefore improves the output link utilizaúon.

Furthermore, CLR QoS requirement is always maintained.

However, research on CAC schemes based on estimating the available bandwidth is

almost blank in the literature and very few algorithms on how to estimate the available

bandwidth exist.

5.3 A NE\ry CAC SCIIEME BASED ON ESTIMATING TIIE

AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH

5.3.1 The New CAC Scheme

A new CAC scheme based on estimating the available bandwidth of an oufput link is

developed and it works as follows.'When a call setup request arrives, the call is accepted

if its peak bandwidth is less than the available bandwidth, otherwise, it is rejected. If the

new call request is accepted, its peak bandwidth is subtracted from the available
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bandwidth. When a connection is released, its average bandwidth is added to the

available bandwidth. The actual bandwidth assigned to each accepted call is between the

call's peak bandwidth and the call's average bandwidth. An algorithm updates the

available bandwidth every t seconds. This fixed period of time is referred to an available

bandwidth update time interval. The algorithm is illusrrated in Figure 5-1.

Real traffic + synthetic tBR Èraffic ß 640 lfbps

ReaI traffic + synthetic CBR traffic @ j x 64

ReaI traffic + slmtheÈic CBR braffic @ 128 Kbps

Real t¡affic + sJmthetic CBR traffic ß 64 Kbps
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Figure 5-1. The available bandwidth estimation algorithm

The algorithm estimates the available bandwidth of an output link as follows. In

addition to the physical buffer, there a¡e a number of pseudo buffers. The size and the

service rate of each pseudo buffer are the same as those of the physical buffer. Traffic to

Psesudo buffer j

Pseudo buffer 1
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the pseudo buffers i is composed of real traffic from existing connections plus a synthetic

CBR traffic at the rate of 4øKbps, where pis a pre-defined basic data rate. The number

of pseudo buffers, K is set to Ue lC / p), where C is the service rate of the physical

buffer or equivalently, the capacity of the output link in Kbps. fxJrefers to the largest

integer smaller than,r. Each pseudo buffer is associated with a Boolean variable called

overflow status. At the beginning of an available bandwidth update time interval, the

overflow status of each pseudo buffer is set to be not overflow. During an available

bandwidth update time interval, if cell loss occurs at a pseudo buffer, the overflow status

of that pseudo buffer is set to be overflow. At the end of an available bandwidth update

time interval, the algorithm checks the overflow status of each pseudo buffer and finds

out the pseudo buffer which is not overflow and has the largest traffic load. If the index of

that pseudo buffer is j, then the available bandwidth is set to 7p Kbps. An exception is

that if all pseudo buffers are overflow, the available bandwidth remains unchanged

instead of being set to 0.

5.3.2 Advantages of Disadvantages of the New CAC Scheme

The new CAC scheme is designed with four objectives: robustness, simplicity, efficiency,

and flexibility, in mind. The new CAC scheme is robust as long as the length of each

available bandwidth update time interval is set properly. The robustness of the new CAC

scheme is achieved from two aspects. First, each accepted call is assigned its peak

bandwidth at the call setup stage and when it is released, only its average bandwidth is

added to the available bandwidth. Second, the available bandwidth is estimated from not
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allowing any cell loss in the pseudo buffers during an available bandwidth update time

interval. The new CAC scheme is able to operate in real-time. The computation cost at

the call setup stage is kept at minimum by just comparing the PCR of a new call to the

estimated available bandwidth. The computation cost associated with updating the

available bandwidth spreads over an entire available bandwidth update time interval. The

new CAC scheme is expected to be effective since the effect of statistical multiplexing is

fully exploited by the available bandwidth estimation algorithm. The new CAC scheme

can support calls of new traffic types without any change since only a mandatory traffic

parameter, PCR and an optional traffic parameter SCR, are required for each call. The

PCR is used to calculate the peak bandwidth of the call and the SCR is used to calculate

the average bandwidth of the call. If PCR is the only traffic parameter specifìed by users,

zero instead of its average bandwidth is added to the available bandwidth when a

connection hnishes.

One weakness of this CAC scheme is that its robustness depends on setting the

length of each available bandwidth update time interval to an appropriate value. If the

available bandwidth update time interval is set to be too short, the burstiness of the

aggregate traffic may not be fully captured during an update time interval and the

available bandwidth can be overestimated. An overestimation of the available bandwidth

can cause the CAC scheme accept more calls that the output link can handle and results in

a relatively large amount of cells to be discarded and a degraded CLR QoS. If the

available bandwidth update time interval is set to be too large, no extra inforrnation on

the burstiness of the traffic can be learned during the prolonged update time interval and

the utilization of the output link decreases since the available bandwidth is updated less
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frequently. The effect of the length of each available bandwidth update time interval on

the performance of the new CAC scheme is aiso studied in Chapter Six.

5.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF CAC SCIIEMES IN OPNET

5.4.I IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW CAC SCHEME

The new CAC scheme is implemented as a process model in OPNET. In the

implementation, only one synthetic CBR traffic source instead of a set of synthetic CBR

traffic sources is used. Traffic from this traffic source is generated at the rate of Kp

Kbps, where K is the number of pseudo buffers and p is a predefined basic data rate.

When a synthetic cell arrives at the process model, the queue length q(i)at pseudo buffer

i is updated as:

q(i)çq(Ð+4, I<i<K.K'

The state transition diagram of the process model is shown in Figure 5-2. The

process model has 6 model attributes which are listed in Figure 5-3. The capacity of the

output link can be specified by the "output link capacity" model attribute. The size of the

ouþut buffer can be specified by the "buffer size" model attribute. The basic datarate p

can be specif,red by the "basic data rate" model attribute. This process model generates a

data file and a log file during a simulation. Every time a call is accepted or released, an

entry of the number of connections along with the corresponding simulation time is

appended to the data file. Every time a call is accepted or released, or at the end of each

available bandwidth update time interval, the number of connections, the available
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bandwidth, the number of cells received, and the number of cells discarded, are written

into the log file. The name of the data f,rle can be specified by the "data file name" model

attribute. The name of the log file can be specified by the "log file name" model attribute.

This process also provides a vector statistic which shows the number of connections

along with the progress of the simulation. The vector statistic can be viewed in the

Analysis Tool in OPNET when the simulation is completed. There are eleven states in

this process model: nine forced (init, arrival, svc_start, svc_comp, pesudo, cac,

release, update, and file-fresh), and two unforced (idle and sim_end). They are

described in Table 5-1. The process model has 10 transition conditions which are

elaborated in Table 5-2. Three procedures a¡e used in the enter and transition executives

of the process model. Their descriptions are given in Table 5-3.
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Àttrilute Nme Typ6 Units Default Vallue

output Link capacity double Kbps 1.6U0

basic data rate doubla Kbps 16

buffer size integer ceIIs 2BO

band¡ridth updaEe intserv-al double 6û

data file nane string conncnt. daÈ

log file nane str].ng cacLog. Þ<E

iælAnrÈuÞs

NesAürËuÞ

It_^* ll|-e"¡"Þ I edí PÌopcrlL't f c"*"'lf or-

Figure 5-3. Model attributes of the process model of the new CAC scheme

State Descriptions

t02

State Descriotion

init The process starts at this state where user-supplied model attribute
values ¿ìre read and saved in corresponding state variables. A
vector statistics, which is the number of connections along with
the progress of the simulation, is declared. Several counters, such
as the number of connections, the number of received call setup
requests, the number of received cells, and the number of
discarded cells are initialized. A connection list, which is used to
save the identification and the average bandwidth of each

connected cail, is created. A data file and a log file is also created
and opened. A self intem:pt is scheduled in a fixed period of time
to mark the arrival of the first synthetic cell at the process. The
length of this fixed period of time is set as the cell length in Kbps
divided by the data rate of the synthetic CBR traffic. A second self
intemrpt is scheduled in a fixed period of time in order to let the

process go to the update state and update the available
bandwidth for the first time. The length of this fixed period of
time can be specified by the "available bandwidth update interval"
model attribute. A third self intemrpt is scheduled in a fixed
period of time to let the process to go to the file-refresh state

for the first time where the data and log files a¡e closed and
reopened to prevent them becoming stale and unreadable from
being opened too long. The length of this fixed period of time is
set to be 60 seconds by default.

idle This state is entered right after the process completes all the
actions at one of the forced states. The process rests in this state
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and waits to be invoked n

arrival This state is entered when a cell from one of the connected calls
arrives. The number of cells received by this process is
incremented by one. If the physical buffer is full, the number of
cells discarded by this process is incremented by one. Otherwise,
the queue length of the physical buffer is incremented by one. For
each pseudo buffer, its queue length is incremented by one if it is
not full. Otherwise, the overflow status of that pseudo buffer is set

to be overflow.

svc_start This state is entered right after the process leaves the arrival state

or the pseudo_a:rival state if the server is idle, or right after the

process leaves the svc_comp state if the physical buffer or at
Ieast one of the pseudo buffers is not empty. A cell transmission
starts and the status of the server is set to be busy. A self intemrpt
is scheduled in a fixed period of time to mark the end of this cell
transmission. The length of this fixed period time is set as the cell
leneth in Kb divided bv the capacitv of the output link.

svc_comp This state is entered when a cell transmission is completed. The
queue length of the physical buffer and the queue length of each
pseudo buffer are decremented by one if they are not zero. The
status of the server is reset to be idle.

pesudo_arrival This state is entered when a synthetic cell arrives. The queue

length of each pseudo buffer is updated. For pseudo buffer i, its
queue length is incremented by i/K if there are spaces left in the

buffer, where K is the number of pseudo buffers. Otherwise, its
queue length is set to the buffer size specified in the "buffer size"
model attribute and the overflow status of that pseudo buffer is set

to be overflow.
cac This state is entered when a call setup request is received by this

process. The procedure "cac-available-bandwidth-setup0" is
called.

release This state is entered when a call release request is received by this
process. The procedure "cac-available-bandwidth-release0" is
called.

update This state is entered at the end of each avaiiable bandwidth update

time interval. The procedure "cac-availabie-bandwidth-update0"
is called.

frle refresh This state is entered every 60 simulation seconds to close and

reopen the data file and the log file to prevent them becoming
stale and unreadable from being opened too long.

sim_end This state is entered just before the end of the simulation. The data

file and the log file are closed. The number of cells received by
this process and the number of cells discarded by this process

during the simulation are printed out to the standard output. The
cell loss ratio is calculated as the number of discarded cells
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divided by the number of received cells. The cell loss ratio is also
out to the standard

Table 5-1. State descriptions of the process model of the new CAC scheme

Transition Condition Descriptions

Table 5-2. Transition condition descriptions of the process model of the new CAC
scheme

Procedures Descriptions
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Transition Condition Description

PFrySI CAL_B UFFER-ARRTVAL A cell from one of the connected calls
arrives.

PSEUDO BUFFER ARRTVAL A synthetic cell a:rives.

SERVER IDLE The server is idle.
ALL_gUEUES_EMPTY The physical buffer and all pseudo

buffers are emptv.

SVC COMPLETION A cell transmission is completed.

ESTABLISH-C ONN_RE gUEST A call setup request is received by the
process.

RELEASE_CONN_REgUEST A call release request is received by the
process.

UPDATE_AVAIIAB LE_BANDWI DTH An available bandwidth update time
interval is over. It is time for the process
to update the available bandwidth.

FILE_REFRESH Sixty simulation seconds have passed-

It's time for the process to close and
reooen the data and los files.

SIMUI,ATION_END The simulation is either completed or
stopped by the user.

Procedure Description

cac_available_b andwidth_setup 0 This procedure decides whether or not to
accept a new call setup request by
comparing the call's peak bandwidth to
the estimated available bandwidth. The
request is accepted and an "ACCEPTED"
notification is sent to the traff,rc source if
the call's peak bandwidth is less than or



equal to the estimated available
bandwidth. Otherwise, the request is
rejected and a "REJECTED" notification
is sent to the traffic source. If the call
senrp request is accepted, the number of
connected calls is incremented by one and
the call's peak bandwidth is subtracted
from the available bandwidth. The call's
identification and its average bandwidth
are saved in a record which is appended to
the end of a list of connected calls.

cac_available_bandwidth_release S This procedure is called when a call
release request is received by this process.
The call is released and the number of
connected calls is decremented by one.
The record of this call is located and
deleted from the list of connected calls.
The call's average bandwidth is added to
the available bandwidth.

available_b andwidth_up date ()cac This procedure estimates the available
bandwidth by checking the overflow
status of each pseudo buffer at the end of
an available bandwidth update time
interval. The overflow status of each
pseudo buffer is then reset to be not-
overflow.

Chapter 5 A New CAC Scheme

Table 5-2. Procedure descriptions of the process model of the new CAC scheme

5.4.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF TWO OTHER CAC SCIIEMES

The performance of the new CAC scheme will be compared to the performance of two

other CAC schemes, the peak bandwidth reservation and the effective bandwidth

reservation, in the next chapter. The peak bandwidth reservation is selected since it is the

most coûìmonly used CAC scheme in the implementations of existing ATM switch

management software due to its simplicity and its guarantees on CLR QoS. The effective

bandwidth reservation is selected since it is reported to have the best performance among
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all available CAC schemes and is widely discussed in the literature. Both CAC schemes

are implemented as process models in OPNET. The process models of both CAC

schemes have the same state transition diagram. The only difference between them is the

algorithms used in the call setup and release procedures. The state transition diagram of

both process models is shown in Figure 5-4. The process model has 5 model attributes as

listed in Figure 5-5. The capacity of the output link can be specif,red by the "output link

capacity" model attribute. The size of the output buffer can be specified by the "buffer

size" model attribute. The CLR QoS requirement can be specified by the "cell loss ratio

requirement" model attribute. This process model generates a data file and a log file

during a simulation. The name of the data file can be specified by the "data file name"

model attribute. The name of the log file can be specified by the "1og file name" model

attribute. There are eight states in this process model: seven forced (init, arrival,

svc-start, svc-comp, cac, release, and file_refresh), and two unforced (idle and

sim-end). They are described in Table 5-4. The process model has 9 transition

conditions which are elaborated in Table 5-5. Two procedures are used in the enter and

transition executives of the process model for the CAC scheme using peak bandwidth

reservation and three procedures are used in the enter and transition executives of the

process model for the CAC scheme using effective bandwidth reservation. Thei¡

descriptions are given in Table 5-6.
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Figure 5-4. State transition diagram of the process model of the CAC schemes using peak
bandwidth reservation and effective bandwidth reservation
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Figure 5-5. Model attributes of the process model of the CAC schemes using peak
bandwidth reservation and effective bandwidth reservation
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State Descriptions

108

State Description

init The process starts at this state where user-supplied model attribute
values are read and saved in state variables. This process also provides
a vector statistic which is the number of connected calls with respect to
the progress of the simulation. Several counters, such as the number of
connected calls, the number of received call setup request, the number
of received cells and the number of discarded ceils are initialized. A
Iist which is used to save the record of the identification and the
average bandwidth of each connected call is created. A data file and a
log file is also created and opened. The name of the data file can be
specified by the "data f,rle name" model attribute. The name of the log
file can be specified by the "log file name" model attribute. A self
intemrpt is scheduled in a fixed period of time to let the process close
and reopen the data and log files for the first time to prevent them
becoming stale and unreadable from being opened too long. The length
of this f,rxed period of time is set to be 60 seconds bv default.

idle This state is entered right after the process completes all the actions at
one of the forced states. The process rests in this state and waits to be
invoked asain.

arrival This state is entered when a cell from one of the accepted calls arrives.
The number of cells received by this process is incremented by one. If
the output buffer is full, the number of cells discarded by this process
is incremented by one. Otherwise, the queue length of the output buffer
is incremented bv one.

svc start This state is entered right after the process leaves the arival state if
the server is idle, or right after the process leaves the svc_comp state

if the output buffer is not empty. A cell transmission starts and the
stalus of the server is set to be busy. A self intemrpt is scheduled in a
hxed period of time to mark the end of this cell transmission. The
length of this fixed period time is set as the cell length in Kb divided
bv the capacitv of the output link.

svc_comp This state is entered when a cell transmission is completed. The queue

Iength of the output buffer is decremented by one and a Boolean
variable called "QUEUE_EMPTY" is set to be false if the buffer is not
empry. Otherwise, the variable is set to be true. The status of the server
is set to be idle.

cac This state is entered when a call setup request is received. For the CAC
scheme using peak bandwidth reservation, the procedure
"cac_peak_band_width_setup0" is called. For the CAC scheme using
effective bandwidth reservation, the
"cac effective bandwidth setuoO" is called.

procedure

release This state is entered when a call release request is received. For the

CAC scheme using peak bandwidth reservation, the procedure



"c ac_peak_band_width_reiease 0"
using effective bandwidth
"cac effective bandwidth release

called. For the CAC scheme
reservation, the procedure
is called.

IS

,t

file_refresh This state is entered every 60 seconds simulation time to close and
reopen the data file and the log file in order to prevent them becoming
stale and unreadabie from beins opened too long.

sim_end This state is entered just before the end of the simuiation. The data file
and the log fiie are closed. The number of cells received by this
process and the number of cells disca¡ded by this process during the
simulation are printed out to the standard output. The cell loss ratio is
calculated as the number of discarded cells divided by the number of
received cells. It is also printed out to the standard output.

Chapter 5 A New CAC Scheme

Table 5-4. State descriptions of the process model of the CAC schemes using peak
bandwidth reservation and effective bandwidth reservation

Transition Condition Descriptions

Tabie 5-5. Transition condition descriptions of the process model of the CAC schemes
using peak bandwidth reservation and effective bandwidth reservation

Procedures Descriptions

r09

Transition Condition Description

CELL ARRTVAL A cell arrives.

SERVER IDLE The server is idle.

QUEUE EMPTY The output buffer is empty.

SVC COMPLETION A cell transmission is completed.

ESTABLISH-C ONN_RE OUES
T

A call setup request is received.

RELEASE CONN REOUEST A call release request is received.

FILE_REFRESH Sixty simulation seconds have passed. It's time
for the process to close and reopen the data and

loe files.
SIMUIATION_END The simulation is either completed or stopped

by the user.

Procedure Description

cac_p eak_b andwidth_setup S This procedure decides whether or not to
accept a nelv call setup request by
comparing the call's peak bandwidth to the
available bandwidth. The reouest is
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accepted and an "ACCEPTED" notification
is sent to the traffic source if the call's peak
bandwidth is less than or equal to the
available bandwidth. Otherwise, the request
is rejected and a "REJECTED" notifîcation
is sent to the traffic source. If the call setup
request is accepted, the number of
connected calls is incremented by one and
the call's peak bandwidth is subtracted from
the available bandwidth. The call'g
identification and its peak bandwidth are
saved in a record which is appended to the
end of a list of connected calls.

cac_peak_bandwidth_release 0 This procedure is called when a call release
request is received by this process. The call
is released and the number of connected
calls is decremented by one. The call's
record is located and deleted from the list of
connected calls. The call's peak bandwidth
is added to the available bandwidth.

c ac_effe ctive_b andwidth_s etup 0 This procedure decides whether or not to
accept a new call setup request by
comparing the call's effective bandwidth to
the available bandwidth. The request is
accepted and an "ACCEPTED" notification
is sent to the traff,ic source if the call's
effective bandwidth is less than or equal to
the available bandwidth. Otherwise, the
request is rejected and a "REJECTED"
notification is sent to the traffic sou¡ce. If
the call setup request is accepted, the
number of connected calls is incremented
by one and the call's effective bandwidth is
subtracted from the available bandwidth.
The call's identification and its effective
bandwidth are saved in a record which is
appended to the end of a list of connected
calls.

cac_effe ctive_b andwidth_releas e 0 This procedure is called when a call release
request is received by this process. The call
is released and the number of connected
calls is decremented by one. The call's
record is located and deleted from the list of
connected calls. The call's effective
bandwidth is added to the available



bandwidth.
cac_effective_bandwidth_calculat
e0

This procedure calculates the effective
bandwidth of a new call depending on the
traff,rc rype and the traffic parameter values
of the call.

Chapter 5 A New CAC Scheme

Table 5-6. Procedure descriptions of the process model of the CAC schemes using peak
bandwidth reservation and effective bandwidth reservation

5.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, the approach of designing CAC schemes based on estimating the available

bandwidth of an output link is explored. A new CAC scheme based on this approach is

developed. No specific traffic t)¡pes are assumed and the new CAC scheme is able to

operate in real-time. A mandatory traffic parameter, PCR, and an optional traffic

parameter, SCR, a¡e required for each call. The advantages and the disadvantages of the

new CAC scheme are discussed. The new CAC scheme and two other CAC schemes, the

peak bandwidth reservation and the effective bandwidth reservation, are implemented as

process models in OPNET.
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CITAPTER SI]K

PERFORMAI{CE EVALUATIOI{S OF TIIE
i\EW CAC SCHEME

kt this chapter, performance evaluations of the new CAC scheme are conducted. The new

CAC scheme is also compared to two other CAC schemes under various scenarios. This

chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.1, the simulation model used in the CAC

scheme performance evaluations and comparisons is described. In section 6.2, the effects

of the length of each available bandwidth update time interval, the output buffer size,

PCR over-specification, and traffic specification without SCR, on the performance of the

new CAC scheme are studied. In section 6.3, comparisons are performed on the new

CAC scheme and two other CAC schemes, peak bandwidth reservation and effective

bandwidth reservation, under five different types of t¡affic arrival processes: multiplexed

deterministic ON/OFF traff,ic sources, multiplexed IPP traffic sources, multiplexed

lt2
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MMPP traffic sources, multiplexed MMFP traffic sources, and muitiplexed self-similar

traffic sources. Section 6.4 summarizes this chapter.

6,I CAC SIMULATION MODEL

An ATM switch has a number of input ports and output ports. Those input ports and

output ports are connected by a switching fabric which is composed of identical switching

elements interconnected in a specific topology. Cells are taken from the input ports,

passed through the switching fabric, and sent to the appropriate output port. All ATM

switches have buffers to temporarily store cells when two or more cells from different

input ports contend for the same output port at the same time slot or when cell arrival rate

exceeds the capacity of an output link. Buffers can be provided at the input ports (input

buffering) or/and output ports (ouþut buffering). With input buffering, it is possible that

cells are blocked at an input port, waiting for another cell in the same input buffer to be

served, even when those cells are destined for different output ports. This is the so-called

'head of the line" problem [PRYC95]. Because of this, output buffering is more

commonly used. The a¡chitecrure of an ATM switch with output buffering is shown in

Figure 6-1.

Resource nanager

Figure 6-1. An ATM switch with ouçut buffering
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For ATM switches with output buffering, the points of congestion are at those output

ports. Call admission control has to be applied to each output port to prevent congestion

from happening. The simulation model used in the CAC scheme performance evaluations

and comparisons is therefore obtained by isolating one of the output ports and its ouþut

buffer from the rest of the ATM switch. The simulation model is illustrated in Figure 6-

2.

reqrests

CalI adnission control rnanager

Existing connections 0utput

Switching
fabric

Output, buffer 0utput port

Figure 6-2. A simulation model for CAC scheme performance evaluations and
comparisons.

The output port is connected to an output link. h all simulations conducted for the

CAC scheme performance evaluations and comparisons, the capacity of the ouþut link is

set to be 1.6 Mbps. This value is much smaller than the capacity of a real ATM output

link which is typically 150 Mbps or 622 Mbps. However, due to the limited computation

power of todays' workstations, 1.6Mbps is chosen as a tradeoff for the length of the

simulations. The length of each simulation is set to be an hour, which brings the amount

tt4
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of real time needed to complete a simulation nrn to approximately an hour. The buffer

size is set to be 200 cells for all simulations, except for one simulation run which studies

the effect of the buffer size on the performance of the new CAC scheme. This value is

chosen to bound the maximum cell delay within 53 milliseconds. The cell delay QoS

requirements are then assumed to be always satisfied and the performance of a CAC

scheme is judged from two criteria: the cell loss ratio and the output link utilization. For

each simulation, there a¡e 200 traffic sources making calls and sending ATM cells to the

output port. The averuge call holding time is set to be 200 seconds and the average call

interarrival time is also set to be 200 seconds. The traffic intensity is set to be

approximately one and a half times of the capaciry of the output link. If a call setup

request from a traffic source gets rejected, that request is repeated every 10 seconds until

a connection is made. The above two measures ensure that almost at any time, there are

calls waiting to be connected. For all simulations of the performance evaluations of the

new CAC scheme, the length of each available bandwidth update time interval is set to be

15 seconds except for the one simulation run which studies the effect of the length of

each available bandwidth update time interval on the performance of the new CAC

scheme. For each simuiation of the CAC scheme comparisons, the length of each

available bandwidth update time interval is optimized to be a multiple of 5 seconds to

maximize the output link utilization while no cell loss is allowed. All calls are assumed to

have the same CLR QoS requirement which is set to be 10{. For the new CAC scheme,

the basic data rate of the synthetic CBR traffic is set to be 16 Kbps, which brings the

number of pseudo buffers to 100.

il5
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6.2 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS OF THE NEW CAC
SCHEME

6.2.1. Traffic Sources Used In the Performance Evaluation

Throughout the perfoûnance evaluation of the new CAC scheme, each traffic source is

configured as a self-similar traffic generator. Traffic produced by such a traffic source has

an SCR of 50 cells per second, a PCR of 200 cells per second, and a Hurst parameter

estimated as 0-78612-

6.2.2 Effect of the Length of Each Available Bandwidth Update Time
Interval

Intuitively, the longer the length of each available bandwidth update time interval is, the

more likely cell losses can be observed at a certain pseudo buffer. From the fact that the

available bandwidth is estimated from the overflow experience of a set of pseudo buffers

during an available bandwidth update time interval, it can be expected that as the lenglh

of each available bandwidth update time interval increases, the available bandwidth

estimated at the end of each available bandwidth update time interval decreases. As a

result, the number of connections and the output link utilization decrease. Figure 6-3

shows the number of connections accepted by the new CAC scheme along with the

progress of the simulation for four different choices of the length of each available

bandwidth update time interval. Table 6-l provides more detailed information on the

maximum and the average number of accepted connections, the CLR, and the ouþut link

utilization for each choice of the length of each available bandwidth update time interval.
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Simulation results show that as the length of each available bandwidth update time

interval increases lineariy, the number of accepted connections and the output link

utilization decrease linearly but at a much slower rate while the CLR decreasing

exponentially fast. This indicates that setting the length of each available bandwidth

update time interval to an appropriate value is vital for the new CAC scheme to achieve

the required CLR QoS. Setting the length of each update time interval to be too small can

cause a relatively large amount of cells to be discarded and result in a degraded CLR

QoS. On the other hand, setting the length of each update time interval too large slowly

decreases the output link utilization, but at the same time, improves the CLR QoS.
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performance of the new CAC scheme
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Table 6-1. Simulation results of the effect of the available bandwidth update time interval
length on the performance of the new CAC scheme

6.2.3 Effect of the Buffer Size

It can be expected that the number of connections and the output link utilization increase

as the buffer size increases. However, the increment should be quite small since the

buffer is mainly used to cope with cell-level congestion. For a well-designed CAC

scheme, the buffer size should have very little effect on the observed CLR. Figure 6-4

shows the number of connections accepted by the new CAC scheme along with the

progress of the simulation for four different choices of the buffer size. Tabie 6-2 provides

more detailed information on the maximum and the average number of accepted

connections, the CLR, and the output link utilization for each choice of the buffer size.

Simulation results show that as the buffer size increases, the number of accepted

connections and the output link utilization increase very slightly, and at the same time,

the required CLR QoS is always well maintained. This study indicates that the buffer size

has very little effect on the performance of the new CAC scheme. Therefore, small or

u8

Available bandwidth update time interval (seconds)

5 10 15 20

Maximum number of accepted
connections

59 56 51 50

Average number of accepted
connections

52.25 47.53 44.12 43.05

Number of cells received 11,700,077 r0,"738,295 9,994,',764 9,649,573

Number of cells discarded 3173 82 0 0

Cell loss ratio 0.0002712 0.00000763 0 0

Output link utilization 86.I3Vo 79.O5Vo 73.57Vo 71.03Vo
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medium sized buffers can be chosen to limit the maximum CTD and peak to peak CDV

without decreasing the output link utilization considerably.
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Figure 64. Effect of the buffer size on the performance of the new CAC scheme

Table 6-2. Simulation results of the effect of the buffer size on the performance of the
new CAC scheme

Buffer size (cells)

100 200 300 400

Maximum number of accepted
connections

52 5t 52 53

Average number of accepted
connections

42.82 44.12 44.79 45.63

Number of cells received 9,675,302 9,994,7& t0,732,661 10,299,263

Number of cells discarded 0 0 0 0

Cell loss ratio 0 0 0 0

Output link utilization 7O.7\Vo 73.57Vo 75.59Vo 75.8l%o
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6.2.4 Effect of PCR Over-specification

In reality, it could be difficult for users to specify the PCR of their calls accurately. As a

result, users may over-specify the PCR of their cails in order to avoid the risk of under-

specifying it and getting punished by UPC. Therefore, it is important to study the effect of

PCR over-specification on the performance of the new CAC scheme. Figure 6-5 shows

the number of connections accepted by the new CAC scheme along with the progress of

the simulation for four different specified PCR values. Table 6-3 provides detailed

information on the maximum and the average number of accepted connections, the CLR,

and the output link utilization for each specified PCR value. The actual value for the PCR

of each call is 200 cells per second. Simulation results show that the number of accepted

connections and the output link utilization decrease as the specified PCR value increases.

This decrement results from the fact that the new CAC scheme assigns each accepted call

its peak bandwidth at the call setup stage and the available bandwidth is adjusted only at

the end of each update time interval. However, compared to the rate of increment of the

specified PCR value, the rates of decrement of the number of connections and the output

link utilization a¡e quite small. This study indicates that the new CAC scheme can still

achieve a satisfying efficiency even when users over-specify the PCR of their calls. This

feature makes the new CAC scheme more attractive than other CAC schemes in the

presence of PCR over-specificalion.
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Figure 6-5. Effect of PCR over-specifîcation on the performance of the new CAC scheme

Table 6-3. Simulation results of the effect of PCR over-specification on the perforrnance
of the new CAC scheme

Declared Peak Cell Rate = 400 celldsecond

::

Wffi
::
:1::
::

User-specified peak cell rate (cells)

200 300 400 500

Maximum number of accepted
connections

51 46 44 39

Average number of accepted
connections

44.12 38.73 36.27 32.34

Number of cells received 9,994,764 8,109,039 8,140,955 7,242,993

Number of cells discarded 0 0 0 0

Ceil loss ratio 0 0 0 0

Output link utilization 73.57Vo 64.ll%o 59.93Vo 53.32Vo
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6.2.5 Effect of Traffic Specification without SCR

122

For users, specifying the PCR of their calls accurately is not easy, and specifying the SCR

of their calls accurately could be even more difficult. It is then desirable to use PCR as the

only traffic parameter. The graph on the left side of Figure 6-6 shows the number of

connections accepted by the new CAC scheme along with the progress of the simulation

when each call is specified by two traffic parameters, PCR and SCR. The graph on the

right side of Figure 6-6 shows the number of connections accepted by the new CAC

scheme along with the progress of the simulation when each call is specified by its PCR

only. In the latter case, no bandwidth instead of the average bandwidth is added to the

available bandwidth when a call is released. Table 6-4 provides more detailed

information on the maximum and the average number of accepted connecúons, the CLR,

and the output link utilization for both cases. Simulation results show that the number of

accepted connections and the output link utiiization decrease if the SCR of each call is

not specified. However, compared to the percentage of the SCR to the PCR, the

percentage of decrement of the number of accepted connections or the output link

utilization is negligible. This study indicates that the new CAC scheme can still work at a

high efficiency when PCR is the only traffic parameter specified by users. This feature is

very appealing since it removes the difficulty of estimating the SCR of a call from users.
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Traffic Parameters : PCR and SCR
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Figure 6-6. Effect of traffic specification without SCR on the performance of the new
CAC scheme

Table 6-4. Simulation results of the effect of traffic specification without SCR on the
performance of the new CAC scheme

6.3 CAC SCIIEME COMPARISONS

6.3.L 4 Comparison Under the Traffic Arrival Process of Multiplexed
Deterministic ON/OFF TrafTic Sources

In this section, a CAC scheme comparison is conducted under the traffic arrival process

of multiplexed deterministic ON/OFF traffic sources. Each detenninistic ON/OFF Eaffrc

source has an SCR of 50 cells per second, a PCR of 250 cells per second, an average

User-specifi ed traffic parameters

PCR and SCR PCR only
Maximum number of accepted

connections
5l 52

Average number of accepted
connections

44.r2 42.25

Number of cells received 9.994.764 9,519,855

Number of cells discarded 0 0

Cell loss ratio 0 0

Output link utilization 73.577o 70.08Vo
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burst length of 1 second, and a Hurst parameter estimated as 0.50869. The optimized

value for the length of each available bandwidth update time interval for the new CAC

scheme under this traffic arrival process is found to be 25 seconds. For the CAC scheme

using effective bandwidth reservation, the effective bandwidth of each individual traffic

source is calculated using the formula (1) given in section 4.2.2, and the effective

bandwidth of the aggregate traffic is obtained using the formula (2) given in section 4.2.2.

Figure 6-7 shows the number of connections as well as the average number of

connections accepted by each of the three CAC schemes under comparison. Table 6-5

provides more detailed information on the maximum and the average number of accepted

connections, the CLR, and the output link utilization for each CAC scheme. Simulation

results show that the output link utilization achieved by the new CAC scheme is

approximately a 30 percent improvement of that achieved by the CAC scheme using

effective bandwidth reservation, and is nearly a 130 percent improvement of that

achieved by the CAC scheme using peak bandwidth reservation.
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Figure 6-7. CAC scheme comparison under the traffic arrival process of multiplexed
deterministic ON/OFF traffic sources

Table 6-5. Simulation results of the CAC scheme comparison under the traffic arival
process of multiplexed deterministic ON/OFF traffic sources

CAC scheme

ABE EBR PBR
Maximum number of accepted

connections
43 24 15

Average number of accepted
connections

34.19 23.r7 t4.32

Number of cells received 6,346,715 4,294,156 2,696,174

Number of cells disca¡ded 0 0 0

Cell loss ratio 0 0 0

Output link utilization 46.72Vo 3I.6lVo 19.85Vo
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6.3.2 A Comparison Under the Traffic Arrival Process of Multiplexed
IPP Traffic Sources

In this section, a CAC scheme comparison is conducted under the traffic arrival process

of multiplexed IPP traffic sources. Each IPP traffic source has an SCR of 50 cells per

second, a PCR of 350 cells per second, an average burst length of 1 second, and a Hurst

parameter estimated as 0.53097. The optimized value of the length of each available

bandwidth update time interval for the new CAC scheme under this traffic arrival process

is found to be 25 seconds. For the CAC scheme using effective bandwidth reservation,

the effective bandwidth of each individual traffic source is calculated using the formula

(4) given in section 4.2.2, and the effective bandwidth of the ag$egate traff,ic is obtained

by adding the effective bandwidth of each individual traffic source. Figure 6-8 shows the

number of connections as well as the average number of connections accepted by each of

the three CAC schemes under comparison. Table 6-6 provides more detailed inforrnation

on the maximum and the average number of accepted connections, the CLR, and the

output link utilization for each CAC scheme. Simulation results show that the output link

utilization achieved by the new CAC scheme is approximately a 110 percent

improvement of that achieved by the CAC scheme using effective bandwidth reseryation,

and is nearly a 200 percent improvement of that achieved by the CAC scheme using peak

bandwidth reservation.
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Figure 6-8. CAC scheme comparison under the traffic a¡rival process of multiplexed IPP
traffic sources

Table 6-6. Simulation results of the CAC scheme comparison under the kaffic arrival
process of multiplexed IPP traffic sources

CAC scheme

ABE EBR PBR

Maximum number of accepted
connections

40 14 10

Average number of accepted
connections

29.28 15.5 3 9.37

Number of cells received 5,408,009 2,547,169 r,776,373

Number of cells discarded 0 0 0

Cell loss ratio 0 0 0

Output link utilization 39.\l%o 18.75Vo 13.08Vo
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6.3.3 A Comparison Under the Traffic Arrival Process of Multiplexed
MMPP Traffic Sources

In this section, a CAC scheme comparison is conducted under the traffic arrival process

of multiplexed MMPP traffic sources. Each MMPP traffic source has an SCR of 50 cells

per second, a PCR of 300 cells per second, and a Hurst parameter estimated as 0.50893.

The optimized value for the length of each available bandwidth update time interval for

the new CAC scheme under this traffic arrival process is found to be 20 seconds. For the

CAC scheme using effective bandwidth reservation, the effective bandwidth of each

individual traffic source is calculated using the formula (4) given in section 4-2.2, and the

effective bandwidth of the aggegate traffic is obtained by adding the effective bandwidth

of each individual traffic source. Figure 6-9 shows the number of connections as well as

the average number of connections accepted by each of the three CAC schemes under

comparison. Table 6-7 provides more detailed information on the maximum and the

average number of accepted connections, the CLR, and the output link utilization for each

CAC scheme. Simulation results show that the output link utilization achieved by the new

CAC scheme is approximately a I20 percent improvement of that achieved by the CAC

scheme using effective bandwidth reservation, and is nearly a 210 percent improvement

of that achieved by the CAC scheme using peak bandwidth reservation.
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Figure 6-9. CAC scheme comparison under the traffic a¡rivai process of multipiexed
MMPP traffic sources

Table 6-7. Simulation results of the CAC scheme comparison under the traffic arrival
process of multiplexed MMPP traffic sources

CAC scheme

ABE EBR PBR

Maximum number of accepted
connections

46 L] t2

Average number of accepted
connections

37.46 16.25 |t.36

Number of cells received 6,973,546 3,068,706 2.187.067

Number of cells discarded 0 0 0

Cell loss ratio 0 0 0

Output link utilization 5O.89Vo 22.59Vo 16.IjVo
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6.3.4 A Comparison Under the Traffic Arrival Process of Multiplexed
MMFP Traffic Sources

In this section, a CAC scheme comparison is conducted under the traffic arrival process

of multiplexed MMFP traffic sources. Each MMFP traffic source has an SCR of 50 cells

per second, a PCR of 210 cells per second, and a Hurst parameter estimated as 0.54178.

The optimized value for the length of each available bandwidth update time interval for

the new CAC scheme under this traffic arrival process is found to be 25 seconds. For the

CAC scheme using effective bandwidth reservation, the effective bandwidth of each

individual traffic source is calculated using the formula (3) given in section 4.2.2, and the

effective bandwidth of the ag$egate traffic is obtained by adding the effective bandwidth

of each individual traffic source. Figure 6-10 shows the number of connections as well as

the average number of connections accepted by each of the three CAC schemes under

comparison. Table 6-8 provides more detailed information on the maximum and the

average number of accepted connections, the CLR, and the output link utilization for each

CAC scheme. Simulation results show that the output link utilization achieved by the

new CAC scheme is approximately a I l0 percent improvement of that achieved by the

CAC scheme using effective bandwidth reservation, and is nearly a 140 percent

improvement of that achieved by the CAC scheme using peak bandwidth reservation.
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Figure 6-10. CAC scheme comparison under the traffic arrival process of multiplexed
MMFP traffic sources

Table 6-8. Simulation results of the CAC scheme comparison under the traffic arrival
process of multiplexed MMFP traffic sources

Effective Bandwidth Reservation (EBR)

CAC scheme

ABE EBR PBR

Maximum number of accepted
connections

50 19 l7

Average number of accepted
connections

39.51 18.23 16.27

Number of cells received 7,211,559 3,435,714 3,030,503

Number of cells discarded 0 0 0

Cell loss ratio 0 0 0

Output link utilization 53.O9Vo 25.29Vo 22.31Vo
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6.3.5 A Comparison Under the Traffic Arrival Process of Multiplexed
Self-Similar Traffîc Sources

kt this section, a CAC scheme comparison is conducted under the traffic arrival process

of multiplexed self-similar traffrc sources. Each self-similar traffic source is obtained by

multiplexing 50 heavy-tailed ON/Ottr sources, and has an SCR rate of 50 cells per

second, a PCR of 300 cells per second, and a Hurst parameter estimated as 0.70012. The

optimized value for the length of each available bandwidth update time interval for the

new CAC scheme under this traffic arrival process is found to be 10 seconds. For the

CAC scheme using effective bandwidth reservation, the effective bandwidth of each

heavy+ailed ON/OFF traffic source is estimated using the formula given (1) in section

4.2.2, the effective bandwidth of each individual self-similar traff,rc source as well as the

effective bandwidth of the aggegate traffic is obtained using the formula (2) given in

section 4-2.2. Figure 6-11 shows the number of connections as well as the average

number of connections accepted by each of the three CAC schemes under comparison.

Table 6-9 provides more detailed information on the maximum and the average number

of accepted connections, the CLR, and the output link utilization for each CAC scheme.

Simulation results show that the output link utilization achieved by the new CAC scheme

is approximately the same as that achieved by each of the CAC scheme using effective

bandwidth reservation, and is nearly a 330 percent improvement over that achieved by the

CAC scheme using peak bandwidth reservation.
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Figure 6-11. CAC scheme comparison under the traffic arrival process of multiplexed
self-similar traffic sources

Table 6-9. Simulation results of the CAC scheme comparison under the trafFrc arrival
process of multiplexed self-similar traffic sources

CAC scheme

ABE EBR PBR

Maximum number of accepted
connections

58 50 12

Average number of accepted
connections

50.12 48.84 11.36

Number of cells received 9,546,056 9,254,628 2,202,85r

Number of cells discarded 0 0 0

Cell loss ratio 0 0 0

Output link utilization 7O.277o 68.IZVo 16.22Vo
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6.4 SUMMARY

kr this chapter, performance evaluations of the new CAC scheme are conducted. It was

found that the length of each available bandwidth update time interval is the only

parameter vital for the new CAC scheme to achieve required CLR QoS. It was also found

that buffer size has very little effect on the performance of the new CAC scheme.

Therefore, small or medium sized output buffer can be chosen to limit the maximum

CTD and peak to peak CDV without decreasing the output link utilization considerably.

The new CAC scheme can still achieve a satisfying efficiency when users over-specify

the PCR of their calls or when PCR is the only traffic parameter specified by users. The

new CAC scheme is further compared to two other CAC schemes, peak bandwidth

reservation and effective bandwidth reservation, under five types of traffic arrival

processes. Simulation results show that the CAC scheme outperforms the two other CAC

schemes under all scenarios, with a significant improvement of the output iink utüization

by 100-200 percent in most cases. Furthermore, CLR QoS requirement is always well

maintained by the new CAC scheme.
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CONCLUSIOI{S

7.I CONTRIBUTIONS

The contributions of this thesis are summarizedas follows:

1. A generalized traditional traffic generator and a self-similar traffic generator are

implemented as process models in OPNET. The generalized traditional traffÏc

generator includes the deterministic ON/OFF, the two state MMFP, the IPP, and the

t'ü/o state MMPP traffic models as special cases. The self-similar traffic generator is

based on multiplexing a number of ON/OFF sources with heavy-tailed ON/OFF

periods. Both traffic generators a¡e able to produce realistic ATM traffic at a very high

speed of 25 millions cells per hour. They can be configured to generate packets of

various fonnats as well. They are also capable of setting up and releasing calls as well

as specifying the traffic parameters of each call. They can be used directly for the
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performance evaluations of ATM traff,rc control schemes. Properties of the synthetic

traffic traces generated by both traffic generators, such as PCR, SCR, cell (or packet)

count plots at various time scales, variance-time curve, and Hurst parameter, can be

estimated, produced, or calculated using many auxiliary OPNET process models, C+r

programs and MATLAB routines. The relations between the modei attributes of the

self-similar traffic generator and the Hurst parameters of the synthetic self-similar

traffic traces produced by the generator are also studied. The results can be used for

matching the seif-simila¡ traffic collected from real networks in terms of the SCR and

the Hurst parameter.

A comprehensive literature review on existing CAC schemes has been carried out. The

advantages and disadvantages of each of them have been identified. It was found that

all CAC schemes available in the literature have one or more of the following

shortcomings: i) having assumptions on. the fype of uaffic sources, ii) using the output

link inefficiently, iii) being time consuming thus not able to operate in real time, and

iv) being inflexible to support new q¡pes of traffic.

The approach of designing CAC schemes based on estimating the avaiiable bandwidth

of the output link is explored. A new CAC scheme based on this approach is

developed. No specific traffic types are assumed and the new CAC scheme is able to

operate in real-time. A mandatory traffic parameter, PCR, and an optional traffic

parameter, SCR, are required for each call. The new CAC scheme and two other CAC

schemes, peak bandwidth reservation and effective bandwidth reservation, are also

implemented as process models in OPNET.

Performance evaluations of the new CAC scheme are conducted. It was found that the

J.
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length of each available bandwidth update time interval is the only parameter vital for

the new CAC scheme to achieve required CLR QoS. It was also found that the buffer

size has no significant effect on the performance of the new CAC scheme. Therefore,

small or medium sized output buffer can be chosen to limit the maximum CTD and

peak to peak CDV without decreasing the output link utilization considerably. The

new CAC scheme can still achieve a satisfying efficiency when users over-specify the

PCR of their calls. The new CAC scheme is further compared to t\#o other CAC

schemes, peak bandwidth reservation and effective bandwidth reservation, under five

types of traffic arrival processes. Simulation results show that the new CAC scheme

outperfonns the two others under all scenarios, with a significant improvement of the

output link utilization by 100-200 percent in most cases. Furthermore, CLR QoS

requirements are always well maintained by the new CAC scheme.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The following issues can be further studied in the future:

1. Both traffic generators produce cells (or packets) in continuous time rather than in

discrete time. This means that cells (or packets) can arrive at any time instead of at the

beginning of a time slot. This simplification has no effect on the accruacy of the CAC

scheme performance evaluations and comparisons, and it is therefore not

implemented. A good extension to our traffic generators is to provide the flexibility to ,

produce cells (or packets) in both continuous time and discrete time.

2. No formula is given for the choice of the length of each available bandwidth update

time interval. Based on experience, the length of each available bandwidth update time
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interval can be set as 10-30 times of the average burst length or L-2 times of the

average length of an ON/OFF cycle of some typical ATM services. A more dynamic

approach is to set the length of the available bandwidth update time interval to an

initial value and adjust it every few minutes according to the output link utilization and

the observed CLR. For example, if for the last few minutes, the output link utilization

is only 40 percent and the observed CLR is less than the required CLR QoS, the length

of each available bandwidth update time interval may be decreased. If for the last few

minutes, the output link utilization is 70 percent and the observed CLR is larger than

the required CLR QoS, the length of each available bandwidth update time interval

should be increased. Formulas or procedures for choosing the length of each available

bandwidth update interval are a topic for future research.

3. In the CAC scheme performance evaluations and comparisons, no UPC is performed

on the traff,rc of each accepted call. Therefore, the effects of UPC on the traffic, the

QoS of users' calls, and the performance of the CAC schemes are not studied. Those

impacts could be an interesting topic to be investigated.

4. In the CAC scheme performance evaluations and comparisons, traffic sources are

assumed to have the same CLR QoS requirement and the maximum cell delay is

satisfied by engineering the buffer size. In reality, different ATM services may have

different CLR QoS requirements. In this case, different cell loss priorities can be

assigned to each of those services. At the time of congestion, cells with low cell loss

priorities are discarded fust to protect cells of those connections with stricter CLR

QoS requirements. Also, buffer size can be set to be larger than that can guarantee the

cell delay requirements of real-time services. In this case, different cell delay priorities
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can be assigned to each of those services and scheduling mechanisms are needed to

make sure that cells from real-time services do not experience great cell delay. A good

extension of our work could be adding those features to the OPNET process models

we developed for both the traffic generators and the CAC schemes.

5. Only CBR and VBR services are supported by our traffic generators and CAC scheme

implementations. However, ABR and UBR services can be supported by adding extra

functions to our traffic generators and CAC scheme implementations. Different

services can share the same network resources or each type of service can have its

own dedicated network resource. The impact of ABR and UBR services on the

congestion control, the complexity and the performance of a CAC scheme, and the

successful operation of an ATM network is also an interesting topic to study.
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